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Dear Friends,

      I would like to take this time to thank every one of our loyal customers 
who have supported Fleming Traps. We are a family owned and operated 
business that is dedicated to giving our customers the personal small town 
service that is expected. I am an avid outdoorsman and grew up on our fam-
ily farm that offered me the great opportunity to hunt, trap & fish. This pas-
sion for the outdoors helped guide me in the development of Fleming Traps. 

    We strive to provide our customers with a knowledgeable customer 
service staff that is familiar with the products and their application. All our 
products come with a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. If you are not complete-
ly satisfied with any of our products, we will gladly refund your money.

    We pride ourselves on customer service and the ability to talk to our cus-
tomers on a personal level. If you at anytime need to speak with me about 
our service please call and ask for me personally. I am always available to 
speak to our customers.

Eric Fleming
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Model Each Six Dozen
DP Coon Trap - Brown $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Green $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - White $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Orange $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Galv. $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

- Coyote
- Fox

- Raccoon
- Beaver

- Lure & Bait
- Dog Proof Kit

Fleming Traps Coyote Bait #2 offers the perfect 
blend of aged beaver meat with a musky skunk 
undertone. Coyote Bait #2 is irresistible to 
Coyote, Red Fox, Grey Fox, Bobcat & Coon.
   
HNT-36764...................16 oz......................$11.50
HNT-36765................1 Gallon...................$72.00

Raccoon Bait
Fleming Traps Raccoon Bait is an all season 
fished based bait with salmon oil and shellfish. 
Raccoon Bait works great for Raccoon, Coyote, 
Mink, Red Fox, Grey Fox & Bobcat.
   
HNT-36770...................16 oz......................$11.50
HNT-36771................1 Gallon...................$72.00

Predator Bait X5 is formulated with aged beaver 
meat base with some top notch predator attract-
ing ingredients for a perfect blend of sweet and 
musky. Great down a dirthole for coyotes, coon, 
red fox, grey fox and bobcats. Best results in the 
fall and winter but can be used year round. This 
bait is also a great change-up for predators who 
might be used to traditional loud skunky smells.
   
HNT-36767...................16 oz......................$11.50
HNT-36768................1 Gallon...................$72.00



New Duke Pro Series Coil Spring Traps

4 Order By Phone: 1-800-624-4493

The Duke 850 Pro 
Series is a Coil Spring 
Trap with a Cast Jaw 
that is Offset. Trap 
comes factory night 
latched so no modifica-
tions are necessary. Trap 
features heavy duty #2 
machine link chain that 
has a D ring and center 
swivel. With the outside 

jaw spread of 8 1/2 inches it has a larger catch area in-
creasing your advantage for catching your target animal. 
Target Animal Wolf & Mountain Lion.

Duke #850 Cast Jaw 
Coil Spring Trap

Duke #2 Square Jaw 
Coil Spring Trap

This trap features square 
jaws, high lock up levers, 
base plate and heavy duty 
machine link chain. Duke 
#2 Coil Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap bobcat, 
coyote, fox, lynx and otter 
sized animals. Jaw Spread 
5.75” 4 Coiled.

Target Species Each Six Dozen
Coyote, Bobcat, Fox - Standard $14.85 $87.00 $161.40
Coyote, Bobcat, Fox - Offset $15.10 $87.90 $163.80
Coyote, Bobcat, Fox - Dogless $15.35 $87.90 $164.40

Target Species Each Six Dozen
Wolf & Mountain Lion - Offset $38.95 $224.10 $431.40

The Duke 550 Pro 
Series is a Coil Spring 
Trap with a Cast Jaw 
that is Offset. Trap 
comes factory night 
latched so no modifica-
tions are necessary. Trap 
features heavy duty 
#2 machine link chain 
that has a D ring and 
center swivel. The 550 

Trap has a 5 1/2 inch inside jaw spread is perfect for 
catching or trapping fox, coyote or bobcat.

Duke #550 Cast Jaw 
Coil Spring Trap

Target Species Each Six Dozen
Coyote, Bobcat, Fox - Offset $21.50 $125.94 $233.88

The Duke 650 Pro Series 
is a Coil Spring Trap with 
a Cast Jaw that is Offset. 
Trap comes factory night 
latched so no modifications 
are necessary. Trap features 
heavy duty #2 machine 
link chain that has a D ring 
and center swivel. . With 
the outside jaw spread of 6 
7/8 inches and 6 1/8 inside 

jaw spread it has a larger catch area increasing your 
advantage for catching your target animal. 

Duke #650 Cast Jaw 
Coil Spring Trap

Target Species Each Six Dozen
Coyote & Bobcat - Offset $23.50 $135.90 $261.00



Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps

5Earn 2X Reward Points On DP Traps

Raccoon Trapping
Baits & Lures

Here are some of the Raccoon Trapping Baits, Lures 
and Oils that we recommend using with your dog proof 
raccoon traps. We also recommend using marshmellows, 
fish feed, sardines and corn.

Coon Catcher........................1 oz..................$8.25
Coon Catcher........................4 oz................$24.50
Bandit Bait............................6 oz...................$8.95
Raccoon Bait.........................16 oz...............$12.50
Black Label Coon Bait.........16 oz...............$13.50
Ulti Mag Cherry...................16 oz...............$13.50
Smokin Aces Sweet Coon....16 oz................$10.85
Fish Oil..................................16 oz..................$9.75
Crayfish Oil...........................16 oz...............$14.50
Alaska Salmon Oil................16 oz...............$11.75
Ulti Boss Coon Bait...............16 oz...............$14.00
Black Magik Coon Bait.........16 oz...............$14.00

The Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Trap features a fully enclosed 
dog proof design with powerful double coil springs, a pull only 
trigger system, hand guard for setting the trap and a straight spade 
staking system. 

The hand guard is designed to help you set the trap without using a 
set tool. The Dog Proof Trap Set Tool is also great to have in your 
trappers pack since the springs are very strong and if you set very 
many traps this will help.

The trap is fired when the raccoon reaches in for your bait, and 
instead grabs the trigger, firing the trap. The trigger can only be 
fired by the raccoon pulling on the trigger. A pull only trigger helps 
prevent unwanted catches or rodents accidentally firing the trigger. 
When baiting Dog Proof Coon Traps; apply the lure or bait to a 
cotton ball or sheep’s wool. Place below the trigger so the raccoon 
has to reach past the trigger to get the bait.

The painted traps come in the colors brown, green, orange and 
white. Since they are painted or galvanized they do not need to be 
dyed or waxed to prevent rusting.

Earn Double Reward Points on Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps.

Order 6 or More
Traps and Get A
Free Dog Proof 

Set Tool

Model Each Six Dozen
DP Coon Trap - Brown $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Green $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - White $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Orange $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Galv. $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

Set Tool For DP Trap $2.45

Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps



Duke & MB Coil Spring Traps

6 Order Online At www.flemingtraps.com

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke #1 Coil Spring DJ 4” 2 Mink, Muskrat, Raccoon $9.95 $58.50 $107.40
Duke #1.5 Coil Spring 4.75” 2 Fox, Mink, Nutria, Raccoon $9.95 $58.50 $107.40
Duke #1.5 Coil Spring DJ 4.75” 2 Fox, Mink, Nutria, Raccoon $11.35 $65.70 $123.00
Duke #1.5 Coil Spring RJ 4.75” 2 Fox, Mink, Nutria, Raccoon $14.65 $86.10 $170.40
Duke #1.75 Coil Spring OS 5.25” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $12.50 $74.10 $136.20
Duke #2 Coil Spring 5.5” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $14.50 $85.20 $162.00
Duke #2 Coil Spring OS 5.5” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $14.50 $85.20 $162.00
Duke #3 Coil Spring 6” 2 Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $16.35 $95.70 $186.00
Duke #3 Coil Spring OS 6” 2 Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $16.35 $95.70 $186.00
Duke #3 Coil Spring RJ 6” 2 Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $19.45 $113.70 $211.80
Duke #4 Coil Spring 6.5” 2 Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $20.85 $123.00 $231.00
Duke #4 Coil Spring RJ 6.5” 4 Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx $20.85 $123.00 $231.00

DJ = Double Jaw   RJ = Rubber Jaw    OS = Offset Jaw

DJ = Double Jaw   RJ = Rubber Jaw    OS = Offset Jaw

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
MB-450 FH Coil Spring 4.38” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $19.95 $117.00 $227.40
MB-450 OS Coil Spring 4.38” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $19.95 $117.00 $227.40
MB-450 Fox Coil Spring 4.38” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $19.95 $117.00 $227.40
MB-550 Coil Spring 4.75” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon, Lynx $24.90 $146.40 $270.00
MB-550 Coil Spring OS 4.75” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon, Lynx $24.90 $146.40 $270.00
MB-650 Coil Spring OS 6.12” 4 Bobcat, Coyote $25.50 $149.70 $279.00
MB-650 Coil Spring Cast OS 6.12” 4 Bobcat, Coyote, $29.65 $174.90 $339.00
MB-750 Coil Spring 7.25” 4 Beaver, Otter, Wolf, Cougar $33.85 $199.80 $388.80
MB-750 Coil Spring OS 7.25” 4 Beaver, Otter, Wolf, Cougar $34.85 $205.80 $400.80

MB-450 MB-550 MB-650 MB-650 RJ MB-750

Duke Traps - Americas Best Trap Value

Minnesota Brand Traps - Made In the USA

#1.5 DJ #1.75 OS #2 Trap #3 Trap #4 Trap



Duke Body Grip & Long Spring Traps

7Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke #0 Long Spring 4” 1 Weasel, Squirell & Gopher $9.15 $53.10 $90.00
Duke #1 Long Spring 4” 1 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell & Gopher $9.99 $58.50 $113.40
Duke #11 Long Spring 4” 2 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell, Raccoon $9.99 $58.50 $113.40
Duke #5 Long Spring 7.5” 2 Beaver & Otter $37.95 $213.00 $394.80

Model Jaw 
Spread

Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen

Duke #110 Body Grip 4.5” 1 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell & Gopher $6.85 $35.70 $64.20
Duke #160 Body Grip 6” 2 Raccoon, Groundhog & Fisher $11.45 $67.20 $123.00
Duke #220 Body Grip 7” 2 Raccoon, Groundhog & Fisher $15.95 $82.50 $162.00
Duke #330 Body Grip 10” 2 Beaver, Otter, Coyote & Bobcat $27.50 $151.50 $291.00
Duke #330 Body Grip Mag. 10” 2 Beaver, Otter, Coyote & Bobcat $28.50 $156.50 $303.00
Duke Safety Grip NA NA Keeps You Safe When Setting Trap $9.50 - -
Set Tool - 20” NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $14.50 - -
Set Tool - HD 30” NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $17.75 - -
Set Tool - HD 24” Self Locking NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $38.50

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke #15 Bear Trap OS 12” 2 Bear Traps Are For Display $249.50 - -
Duke #16 Bear Trap OS 16” 2 Bear Traps Are For Display $399.00 - -

Duke Traps - Bear Traps

Duke Traps - Long Spring Traps

Duke Traps - Body Grip Traps

DJ = Double Jaw   RJ = Rubber Jaw    OS = Offset Jaw

#1 LS Trap #11 LS Trap

#5 LS Trap
#15 Bear Trap

#110 Trap #220 Trap #330 Trap Safety Gripper & Set Tool



Bridger Coil Spring Traps

8 Rewards - Sign Up and Get 25 Free Points

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Bridger #1 Coil Spring 4” 2 Mink, Muskrat, Raccoon $9.95 $58.50 $87.40
Bridger #1.5 Coil Spring Sp. 4.75” 2 Fox, Mink, Nutria, Raccoon $11.75 $64.50 $123.00
Bridger #1.5 Coil Spring OS 4.75” 2 Fox, Mink, Nutria, Raccoon $11.75 $64.50 $123.00
Bridger #1.65 Coil Spring 5.45” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $13.50 $75.00 $142.80
Bridger #1.65 Coil Spring OS 5.45” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $13.50 $75.00 $142.80
Bridger #1.75 Coil Spring 5.18” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $13.75 $77.70 $147.00
Bridger #1.75 Coil Spring OS 5.18” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon $13.75 $77.70 $147.00
Bridger #2 Coil Spring Dogless OS 5.93” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $17.25 $100.50 $195.00
Bridger #3 Coil Spring Dogless OS 6.43” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter, Lynx $19.25 $112.50 $219.00

SP = Special   RJ = Rubber Jaw    OS = Offset Jaw

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Bridger #2 Coil Spring 5.62” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $16.25 $94.50 $183.00
Bridger #2 Coil Spring OS 5.62” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $16.25 $94.50 $183.00
Bridger #2 Coil Spring 5.62” 4 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $19.25 $112.50 $216.00
Bridger #2 Coil Spring OS 5.62” 4 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox $19.25 $112.50 $216.00
Bridger #3 Coil Spring 6.5” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter, Lynx $19.25 $112.50 $216.00
Bridger #3 Coil Spring OS 6.5” 2 Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter, Lynx $19.25 $112.50 $216.00
Bridger #3 Coil Spring 6.5” 4 Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter, Lynx $19.99 $118.50 $234.00
Bridger #3 Coil Spring OS 6.5” 4 Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter, Lynx $19.99 $118.50 $234.00
Bridger #5 Coil Spring 7.25” 4 Beaver, Otter, Wolf, Cougar $29.75 $171.00 $335.88
Bridger #5 Coil Spring OS 7.25” 4 Beaver, Otter, Wolf, Cougar $29.75 $171.00 $335.88

#2 Bridger Trap #3 Bridger Trap #5 Bridger Trap

#1 Trap
#1.5 Bridger Trap #1.65 Bridger Trap #1.75 Bridger Trap



Bridger Body Grip & Long Spring Traps

9Rewards - Earn 5 Points For Reviews

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Bridger #1 Long Spring 4” 1 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell,Marten & Gopher $9.50 $53.70 $102.00
Bridger #1 Long Spring SG 4” 1 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell,Marten & Gopher $9.95 $57.00 $107.40
Bridger #11 Long Spring 4” 2 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell,Marten & Gopher $9.95 $57.00 $107.40
Bridger #4 Long Spring 6” 2 Beaver, Coyote & Otter $21.50 $124.50 $243.00
Bridger #5 Long Spring 7.5” 2 Beaver, Coyote & Otter $32.00 $186.00 $354.00

Model Jaw Spread Springs Target Species Each Six Dozen
Bridger #110 Body Grip 4.5” 1 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell & Gopher $7.25 $41.40 $75.00
Bridger #120 Body Grip 4.5” 2 Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, Squirell & Gopher $9.95 $57.00 $107.40
Bridger #155 Body Grip 5” 2 Raccoon, Skunk, Marten, Groundhog & Fisher $9.95 $57.00 $107.40
Bridger #160 Body Grip 6” 2 Raccoon, Skunk, Marten, Groundhog & Fisher $14.95 $87.00 $167.40
Bridger #220 Body Grip 7” 2 Raccoon, Skunk, Marten, Groundhog & Fisher $16.50 $96.00 $198.00
Bridger #280 Body Grip 8” 2 Beaver, Otter, Coyote & Bobcat $21.25 $125.00 $239.40
Bridger #330 Body Grip 10.5” 2 Beaver, Otter, Coyote & Bobcat $28.95 $165.00 $324.00
Duke Safety Grip NA NA Keeps You Safe When Setting Trap $9.50 - -
Set Tool - 20” NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $13.50 - -
Set Tool - HD 30” NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $16.75 - -
Set Tool - HD 24” Self Locking NA NA Helps Compress Springs - Highly Recommended $34.50

Bridger Traps - Long Spring Traps

Bridger Traps - Body Grip Traps

#1 LS Trap #1 LS Suregrip Trap #4 LS Trap #5 LS Trap

#110 Trap #120 Trap #155 Trap

#220 Trap #280 Trap #330 Trap Safety Gripper & Set Tool

#160 Trap



Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps

10 FREE Set Tool with 6+ Fleming DP Traps

Dog Proof Raccoon Trap 2 Pack with Set Tool

The Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Trap features a fully enclosed 
dog proof design with powerful double coil springs, a pull only 
trigger system, hand guard for setting the trap and a straight spade 
staking system. 

The hand guard is designed to help you set the trap without using a 
set tool. The Dog Proof Trap Set Tool is also great to have in your 
trappers pack since the springs are very strong and if you set very 
many traps this will help.

The trap is fired when the raccoon reaches in for your bait, and 
instead grabs the trigger, firing the trap. The trigger can only be 
fired by the raccoon pulling on the trigger. A pull only trigger helps 
prevent unwanted catches or rodents accidentally firing the trigger. 
When baiting Dog Proof Coon Traps; apply the lure or bait to a 
cotton ball or sheep’s wool. Place below the trigger so the raccoon 
has to reach past the trigger to get the bait.

The painted traps come in the colors brown, green, orange and 
white. Since they are painted or galvanized they do not need to be 
dyed or waxed to prevent rusting.

Earn Double Reward Points on Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps.

Model Each Six Dozen
DP Coon Trap - Brown $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Green $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - White $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Orange $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Galvanized $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

Set Tool For DP Trap $2.45

Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps

HNT-38074.........Green............$32.50

HNT-38072.........White............$32.50

HNT-38070.........Brown............$32.50

HNT-38077.........Galvanized......$32.50

HNT-38076.........Orange............$32.50

HNT-38086.........Duke............$36.95

Order 6 or More
Traps and Get A
Free Dog Proof 

Set Tool



Dog Proof Raccoon Traps

11Order By Phone: 1-800-624-4493  

Sterling Dog Proof Raccoon Trap
The Sterling Grizz DP Trap is the same as the original Lil’Grizz, but with super strong music 
wire springs, a new mud ejection window for the restraint bar and a new, longer TwistLoc anchor 
system for soft ground conditions. The Sterling Grizz also features a larger drain hole, improved 
quick release trigger and comes with 2 Sterling ST500 swivels and #2 machine chain. The Sterling 
Dog Proof Coon Trap has a pull trigger system. Made In The USA Dog Proof Coon Traps work 
great in areas that have non-target animals present. Recommended bait is Coon Catcher Lure, 
Coon Candy Lure, Bandit Bait and Marshmallows. Made In The USA

Model Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke Dog Proof Coon Trap Raccoons Only $19.50 $111.00 $210.00
Set Tool Set Tool $2.45 - -

Ztrap Dog Proof Raccoon Trap

Designed by a professional trapper, Raccoon reach inside of the Ztrap to snatch bait and trip the Push/Pull 
Trigger. Powerful, double coil springs hold raccoon for good. Heavy duty chain comes with three swivels, 
one at stake, one inline, and one at the end to be used for stake or drowner. Ztraps feature durable, powder 
finish with black, zinc coated spring & trigger components. No waiting for traps to rust, no dying or wax-
ing required. Just purchase and use. It’s that simple!

Model Target Species Each Six Dozen
ZTrap DP Coon Trap - White Raccoons Only $17.50 $99.00 $172.80
ZTrap DP Coon Trap - Brown Raccoons Only $17.50 $99.00 $172.80
DP Set Tool Set Tool $2.45
ZCap - White Raccoons Only $1.75

Duke Dog Proof Raccoon Trap
The Duke Dog Proof Coon Trap features a fully enclosed dog proof design with 
powerful coil springs, a sensitive trigger system and a straight spade staking system. 
The trap is fired when the raccoon reaches in for your bait, and instead grabs the 
trigger, firing the trap. When baiting Dog Proof Coon Traps; apply the lure or bait 
to a cotton ball or sheep’s wool. Place below the trigger so the raccoon has to reach 
past the trigger to get the bait. New painted brown finish. Ready to go out of the 
box.

Model Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke Dog Proof Coon Trap Raccoons Only $17.50 $99.00 $172.20
Set Tool Set Tool $2.45 - -



Havahart Live Animal Cage Traps

12 Rewards - Earn 1 Point For Every $1 Spent

1079 Havahart Large Trap

Our #1 selling Raccoon Trap was just made easier 
to set! Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, Musk-
rats, Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Woodchucks & 
Opossums. One spring loaded door, solid top and 
an easy setting method! Set and Release mecha-
nism, located on top of trap, limits interaction with 
animal. Size: 32”L x 10”W x 12”H . Made In USA

HNT-36220.........................................$92.00

1085 Easy Set Large
Animal Trap

Havahart® Medium 1-Door Traps, designed and 
used by professional trappers, have one spring 
loaded door for safe, secure catches. The trap is 
fully assembled and easy to bait and set.  Target 
Animal: Skunks, Squirrels & Rabbits. 
Size 24” x 8” x 8.25” Made In USA

 HNT-36115.......................................... $49.75

1078 Havahart Medium 
Trap

Havahart® Medium 2-Door Traps have been 
designed with the safety of the small animals in 
mind. These rabbit traps, with two spring loaded 
doors, have many features to allow safe, quick and 
easy catches. The trap is fully assembled and easy 
to bait and set. Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, 
Muskrats, Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Wood-
chucks & Opossums. Size: 36” x 10” x 12”.
 HNT-36210........................................$95.00

1045 Havahart Double
Door Animal Trap

The Havahart® Xsmall 1-Door Trap has a patented 
design that assures you of quick, safe catches and 
releases. This chipmunk trap’s structure helps pre-
vent injuries to you or the animal. Target Animal: 
Mice, Chipmunk, Squirrel, Mole, & Rats.
Size: 16 x 6 x 6 3/8. Made In USA.

HNT-36108.......................................$29.50

0745 Havahart Small 
Trap

Havahart® Medium 2-Door Traps have been 
designed with the safety of the small animals in 
mind. These rabbit traps, with two spring loaded 
doors, have many features to allow safe, quick and 
easy catches. The trap is fully assembled and easy 
to bait and set. Target Animal: Skunks, Squirrels & 
Rabbits. Size: 24” x 7” x 7”. Made IN USA 

HNT-36200............................................$75.00

1030 Havahart Double 
Door Animal Trap

Havahart® Large 1-Door Traps, designed and used by 
professional trappers, have one spring loaded door for 
safe, secure catches. Animal control officers also trust 
and use these live raccoon and groundhog traps -- so 
can you! The trap is fully assembled and easy to bait 
and set. Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, Muskrats, 
Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Woodchucks & Opos-
sums. Size: 32” x 10” x 12”  Made In USA
HNT-36130.............................................$87.50

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the large to XL sized animal in mind like a raccoons or cats. The trap is fully assembled and 
easy to bait and set. 

Havahart® Ex Large 1-Door Traps are constructed of sturdy rust-resistant wire mesh with steel 
reinforcements for long life and are galvanized for maximum resistance to rust and corrosion. Mesh 
openings are smaller than competing traps of comparable size to prevent escapes and stolen bait. 
Spring loaded doors and sensitive triggers ensure quick, secure captures that target the specific animal 
size, eliminating undesired catches.

Target Animal: Raccoons, Dogs, Cats, Armadillos, Opossums, Coyotes, Bobcat, & Groundhogs. Size: 
42” x 15” x 15”  Made IN USA 
HNT-36140...................................................................................................................... $215.00

1081 X-Large Animal Trap



Live Animal Cage Traps & Mole Traps

Duke Large Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals.  The trap is 
fully assembled and easy to bait and set. It is built 
with high tensile wire mesh and is steel reinforced 
for a long life. Target Animal: Skunks, Squirrels & 
Rabbits. Size 24” x 8” x 8.25”

 HNT-36120............................................$36.85

Duke Medium Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the smaller animal in mind like a chip-
munk. The trap is fully assembled and ready to bait 
and set. Target Animal: Mice, Chipmunk, Squirrel, 
Mole, & Rats. Size: 16 x 6 x 6 3/8. 

HNT-36110.............................................$28.85

Duke Small Trap

This trap is built with the medium to large sized 
animal in mind like a raccoon. The trap is fully 
assembled and easy to bait and set. Heavy Duty 
Model. Epoxy Coated GREEN. Target Animal: 
Raccoons, Skunks, Muskrats, Groundhog, Cats, 
Armadillos, Woodchucks & Opossums. (1112 Size: 
32” x 12” x 12”) (1114 Size: 36” x 15” x 14” )
HNT-36224........ 32” x 12” x 12”............$99.50
HNT-36226........ 36” x 15” x 14”..........$165.00

Duke Heavy Duty Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the medium to large sized animal in mind 
like a raccoon. The trap is fully assembled and 
easy to bait and set. Expoxy Coated GREEN Target 
Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, Muskrats, Groundhog, 
Cats, Armadillos, Woodchucks & Opossums. Size: 
32” x 10” x 12” 
HNT-36134...........................................$87.50

Ztraps, “Spray Proof” Skunk Trap is an effective & humane method for capture and 
release of nuisance skunks. The 6” PVC tube limits the skunk’s ability to lift its tail. “If 
skunk cannot lift its tail, it cannot spray” The enclosed confines of the tube keeps the 
animal calm and prevents the trapper from being scratched, bitten or sprayed.

*Effective for catching skunks, opossum, cats, rabbits and other similar sized animals.

Features: 24” long x 6” diameter PVC tube Heavy duty, “zinc coated” steel compo-
nents Gravity activated, self-locking door Self-setting trigger Body style trigger design 
(patent pending) Bait door with food tray and lock Viewing slots on each end of trap 
Oversize carry handle 
HNT-36229..............................24” x 6” x 6”.........................................$89.50
HNT-36228..............................29” x 8” x 8”.......................................$1119.50

Spray Proof Skunk Trap

This trap is built with the large sized animal in 
mind like a coyote. The trap is fully assembled and 
easy to bait and set. Heavy Duty Model. Epoxy 
Coated GREEN. 
Target Animal: Coyote, Fox, Dog. 

HNT-36227........ 36” x 15” x 20”...........$225.00

Duke XL Coyote Trap
Standard Spear Trap - The most effective mole trap 
ever - Just flatten a section of the tunnel, position 
trap over tunnel and the mole does the rest. Spring 
is the best time to trap moles because newly-made 
surface tunnels are easy to spot. However, Moles can 
be trapped during any season except in very cold or 
dry weather.
HNT-36224...........................................$19.50

Mole Trap Spear

13Check Out Our Product Videos Online



Fleming Traps Lures & Urines
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Coyote Lure # 4
Fleming Traps Coyote Lure # 4 has thick 
paste formulation of glands and ingredients 
aged to make a lure that is very attractive to 
coyote, yet not too stout that is will shy off 
Red Fox as well.   
HNT-36715..............1 oz................$8.25
HNT-36716..............4 oz..............$24.50

Fleming Traps Beaver Castor contains heavy castor 
and oil sac with ingredients added to make it one of 
the deadliest beaver lures ever put in a bottle. Beaver 
Castor and other ingredients blended and aged to 
form a superior beaver attractant for any season.  
Also very attractive to fox and bobcat.   
HNT-36700...................1 oz.................$8.25
HNT-36701....................4 oz..............$24.50

Beaver Castor Lure
Fleming Traps Beaver Food Lure combines 
several proven beaver ingredients put up in a 
waterproof thick base. The waterproof base 
makes this lure stout and long lasting. Will 
also attract coons and rats.   
HNT-36705..............1 oz................$8.25
HNT-36706..............4 oz..............$24.50

Beaver Food Lure

Fleming Traps Bobcat Gland Lure is proven 
north, south, east and west. A good cat 
producer all season but really shines come 
February during the breeding season.   
HNT-36720..............1 oz................$8.25
HNT-36721..............4 oz..............$24.50

Bobcat Gland Lure
Fleming Traps Coon Catcher Lure is a very sweet 
and lasting scent. Very attractive to coon and a 
good change up for grey fox as well. Good for all 
season’s use. Thick liquid consistency that works 
great in land or water sets.   
HNT-36710...................1 oz.................$8.25
HNT-36711...................4 oz...............$24.50

Coon Catcher Lure
Fleming Traps Shellfish Oil Lure is a stable 
to any trappers lure collection. Shellfish oil 
has become one of the nation’s leading fur 
producers. Great for Raccoons and very ef-
fective on all mammals from mink to cat and 
coyote to fisher. Strong, permeating, lasting.    
HNT-36740..............1 oz................$8.25
HNT-36741..............4 oz..............$24.50

Shellfish Oil Lure

Fleming Traps Red Fox Gland Lure is a 
thick based, high quality gland lure. Two 
years aging of glands and ingredients make 
this lure really call in the red fox. Good 
early season or late. A deadly additive to a 
flat or hole set.   
HNT-36732..............1 oz................$8.25
HNT-36733..............4 oz..............$24.50

Red Fox Gland Lure
Fleming Traps K-9 Call Lure has just the right 
amount of skunk essence combined with other 
ingredients put up in a thick water resistant base. 
For use up high at a set for a call or right on the 
backing during harsh weather conditions. Works 
great for Coyote, Fox, Cat and Fisher   
HNT-36726.....................1 oz.................$8.25
HNT-36727......................4 oz..............$24.50

K-9 Call Lure

Trapping Urines 

Coyote Urine
16 oz. $10.85  1/2 Gal $23.50

Red Fox Urine
16 oz. $10.85  1/2 Gal $23.50

Grey Fox Urine
16 oz. $10.85  1/2 Gal $23.50

Raccoon Urine
16 oz. $10.85  1/2 Gal $23.50

Bobcat Urine
16 oz. $12.95  1/2 Gal $32.00

Wolf Urine
8 oz. $12.95  16 oz $18.50

Mink Urine
16 oz. $10.85  1/2 Gal $23.50

Cougar Urine
8 oz. $12.95  16 oz $19.50

Fleming Traps Woodchuck ADC Bait is a bait 
that is designed specifically for Woodchucks 
or Groundhogs. Woodchuck ADC Bait is 
used by professional nuisance trappers and 
by government and private Animal Damage 
Control Specialists nationwide..   
HNT-36758..............6 oz................$8.95

Woodchuck/Groundhog



Fleming Traps Baits & Oils

Armadillo Bait
Fleming Traps Armadillo ADC Bait is a bait 
that is designed specifically for Armadillos. 
Armadillo ADC Bait is used by professional 
nuisance trappers and by government and 
private Animal Damage Control Specialists 
nationwide.   
HNT-36756..............6 oz................$8.95

Fleming Traps Bandit Bait is a thick, highly 
concentrated paste bait made from the 
coon’s favorite foods and ingredients. This 
tantalizing bait is irresistible all season long. 
This sweet smelling bait lasts for weeks at 
a set.   
HNT-36745..............6 oz................$8.95

Bandit Bait
Fleming Traps Beaver ADC Bait is a bait 
that is designed specifically for beavers. 
Beaver ADC Bait is used by professional 
nuisance trappers and by government and 
private Animal Damage Control Specialists 
nationwide. Top Seller !   
HNT-36754..............6 oz................$8.95

Beaver Bait

Fleming Traps Coyote ADC Bait is a bait 
that is designed specifically for coyotes. 
These baits are not attractive to domestic 
animals and can be used with confidence in 
the most populated areas without the fear of 
attracting unwanted pets.   
HNT-36752..............6 oz................$8.95

Coyote Bait
Fleming Traps Predator Supreme Bait is a 
predator bait with the perfect blend of red 
meats that have been perfectly aged with se-
lect ingredients and fixatives which have been 
added for maximum attraction. Works great 
on Red Fox, Grey Fox, Coons & Coyotes.   
HNT-36749..............6 oz................$8.95

Predator Supreme Coyote Bait #2

Fleming Traps Skunk ADC Bait is a bait that 
is designed specifically for Skunks. These 
baits are not attractive to domestic animals 
and can be used with confidence in the most 
populated areas without the fear of attracting 
unwanted pets.   
HNT-36762..............6 oz................$8.95

Skunk Bait
Fleming Traps Squirell ADC Bait is a bait 
that is designed specifically for Squirells. 
These baits are not attractive to domestic 
animals and can be used with confidence in 
the most populated areas without the fear of 
attracting unwanted pets.   
HNT-36760..............6 oz................$8.95

Squirell Bait Predator Bait X5

Trapping Oils 

This oil is Menhayden oil that has been 
pressed and not sun rendered. This fish oil 
has a very fresh fishy odor. Great for Rac-
coons and very effective on all mammals 
from mink to cat and coyote to fisher.    
HNT-36620..............16 oz..............$9.75

Fish Oil
Fleming Traps Alaska Salmon Oil has a 
very strong odor of fresh salmon. Extremely 
attractive to most furbearers. Whats great 
about this product is that it will not gel up in 
the cold like fish oil.   
HNT-36622..............16 oz................$11.75

Alaska Salmon Oil

Fleming Traps Crayfish Oil is 100% pure prod-
uct has more then proven itself on coon, mink 
and otter as well as predators. Don’t confuse 
this with most crawfish oil on the market. There 
is no comparison. Weather resistant, Just try to 
wash it off!   
HNT-36624..............16 oz................$14.50

Crayfish Oil
This is an enticing mixture that, when mixed 
with your chunked or ground bait, is irresis-
table to the canine. Works great for someone 
that wants to make their own bait !
   
HNT-36715..............16 oz................$19.50

Bait Solution

15Call Us Toll Free:    1-800-624-4493

Fleming Traps Coyote Bait #2 offers the perfect 
blend of aged beaver meat with a musky skunk 
undertone. Coyote Bait #2 is irresistible to Coy-
ote, Red Fox, Grey Fox, Bobcat & Coon.   
HNT-36764.............16 oz.....................$11.50
HNT-36765............1 Gallon................$72.00

Predator Bait X5 is formulated with aged beaver 
meat base with some top notch predator attracting 
ingredients for a perfect blend of sweet and musky. 
Great down a dirthole for coyotes, coon, red fox, 
grey fox and bobcats. This bait is a great change-
up for predators who might be used to traditional 
loud skunky smells.   
HNT-36767.................16 oz....................$11.50
HNT-36768..............1 Gallon.................$72.00



Lenons Trapping Lures & Baits
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Beaver All Call
This heavy grease consistency, totally 
waterproof paste lure contains plenty of high 
quality castor, essential oils, and unusual 
aromatics that make it irresistible to beaver 
in any season. This is a customer favorite 
year after year! 
HNT-37700..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37702..............4 oz................$25.00

A weather resistant, thick paste lure contain-
ing pure skunk musk and other strong calling 
ingredients to reach out long distance. A fisher 
lure our customers compliment! 
   
HNT-37720..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37722..............4 oz................$25.00

Mink All Call

This well aged, red fox gland and exotic musk 
formula has been a customer favorite and best 
selling lure since the 1920’s. Twelve alluring 
ingredients are blended into a long lasting, 
thick paste lure that appeals to all known calls 
of the fox; hunger, sex, curiosity and nature. 
Both Red Fox and Gray Fox will always inves-
tigate this unique odor!
HNT-37716..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37718..............4 oz................$25.00

Fox All Call

Many years of long line professional trapping 
experience perfected this well aged, long last-
ing, thick paste lure that gets the coyote every 
time! Coyote glands, exotic musk, and mul-
tiple premium ingredients appeal to all known 
calls of the coyote; hunger, sex, curiosity, and 
nature. Both Coyote and Wolf will always 
respond to this exceptional lure! .
HNT-37708..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37710..............4 oz................$25.00

Coyote All Call
Same thick paste, multiple ingredient formula as 
Coyote #1 with more calling power. Pure skunk 
musk and another powerful musk are added to call 
in the coyote from long distance. This lure is recom-
mended for inexperienced trappers who have not 
perfected set location…for anyone trapping in areas 
where good set visibility is lacking…and for more 
calling power in extremely cold weather..   
HNT-37712.....................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37714.....................4 oz................$25.00

Coyote All Call #2

A really powerful, thick paste lure for both the 
Bobcat and Lynx. Contains a potent, alluring mix-
ture of glands, musk, multiple premium ingredi-
ents, and just the right amount of catnip found most 
appealing and effective through years of continuous 
testing. No cat will walk by this excellent lure!  
HNT-37704.....................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37706.....................4 oz................$25.00

Bobcat All Call

This thick and long lasting paste lure contains 
the mink’s favorite freshly preserved foods 
blended with secret ingredients, a hint of pure 
mink glands and an enrager musk from a 
natural enemy that will anger mink beyond the 
point of caution. Many years of experimenta-
tion go into this high quality old-time formula!     
HNT-37728..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37730..............4 oz................$25.00

Fisher All Call

Muskrats really go for this powerful and unique 
aroma of intensely sweet aromatics, essential oils, 
muskrat musk, and a remarkable secret ingredient 
used by no other lure maker! Once you see the 
results of this totally waterproof, thick paste lure 
you will never trap without it! 
HNT-37736...................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37738...................4 oz...............$25.00

Muskrat All Call

Several appealing ingredients make this the fin-
est otter lure available! This thick paste formula 
has proven most effective in test after test. See 
the results this season! 
    
HNT-37740..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37742..............4 oz................$25.00

Otter All Call

A premium, thick paste blend of the raccoon’s 
favorite foods loaded with sweet smelling musk, 
powerful essential oils, and secret ingredients that 
bring them in on the run! Positive action assured 
at both dry land and water sets. Customers report 
amazing results with this great raccoon lure / scent! 
HNT-37744..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37746..............4 oz................$25.00

Raccoon All Call
A thick paste formula of fresh blood, weasel 
musk and genuine old-time secret weasel calling 
ingredients that really gets the weasel’s atten-
tion. It’s a deadly mink lure too! Sells out every 
season! 
   
HNT-37748..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37750..............4 oz................$25.00

Weasel All Call

This thick paste lure with many strong and ap-
pealing secret ingredients works really well in 
extremely cold temperatures. Very attractive to 
this wilderness animal! 

HNT-37724..............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37726..............4 oz................$25.00

Marten All Call

Rewards - Earn 5 Points For Reviews



Cavins Trapping Lures & Baits

Minnesota Red 
“Minnesota Red” (Red Fox Gland) - The 
“fox” comes out of the bottle at you when 
you open this one. This isn’t a bottle of urine 
with a gland dragged through it, but rather 
very thick and heavy bodied.   
HNT-36950..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36951..............4 oz..............$25.00

(Grey Fox Gland) - This one is made with 
the same great care that goes into my red fox 
gland. A real killer whether used at post or dirt 
sets as it brings the grays in and makes them 
feel “comfortable” - until it’s too late that is.   
HNT-36952..............1 oz...................$8.50
HNT-36953..............4 oz.................$25.00

Minnesota Grey
Use ‘GUSTO’ above your set during warm 
weather and directly at your set when it 
starts to cool down. Made for red fox, grey 
fox, coyotes, bobcats and for you marten 
and fisher trappers.   
HNT-36954..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36955..............4 oz..............$25.00

Gusto Call Lure

(Coyote Gland) - A very thick, long-lasting 
natural gland lure that will really stir up 
those “howlers.” “Yodel Dog” is made from 
glands aged to perfection and is not only 
the answer to post sets but really dresses up 
your dirt hole and flat sets.    
HNT-36956..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36957..............4 oz..............$25.00

Yodel Dog Lure
(Bobcat Gland) - A good bobcat gland lure will not 
only collect those high priced cats but fox and coon 
as well. “Feline Fix” does it all. This Is a very thick 
lure loaded with expensive bobcat glands for those 
of you who want that natural cat odor. Many years 
this ends up being my top fox producing lure.   
HNT-36958.......................1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36959.......................4 oz..............$25.00

Feline Fix Bobcat
(Mink Gland) - In plain talk, this one just plain 
smells like the tail end of a mink. ‘Mink Mas-
ter’ gets those big, dominant bucks moving as 
its odor means there’s a trespasser on their turf. 
Do yourself a favor and use this as a change of 
pace lure on your fox, coyote, and coon lines.   
HNT-36960..................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-36961..................4 oz................$25.00

Mink Master

(Canine Food/Call) - Fox and coyote lure 
used at dirt hole sets. Don’t spill any of this 
on your hands or you’ll want to cut them 
off! ‘Canine Force’ works mighty fine dur-
ing the early season but really shines later on 
due to its great calling power..   
HNT-36966..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36967..............4 oz..............$25.00

Canine Force
Violator-7 - (Predator Gland/Call Lure) - A thick, 
strong, musky lure for Coyote, Fox, Bobcat, Fisher, 
Marten and Raccoon. Use at either dirt hole or flat 
sets. A properly balanced blend of weasel, muskrat, 
mink, and red fox glands plus beaver castor and a 
hint of skunk.  
HNT-36964...................1 oz...................$8.50
HNT-36965...................4 oz.................$25.00

Violator #7
(Otter Call/Food) - I’m proud of this one. 
Not only extremely deadly on otter, but it 
really puts the hurt on fox, mink, raccoon, 
and bobcat as well. This seven ingredient 
lure which is aged and tended to for over 15 
months before bottling   
HNT-36962...............1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-36963...............4 oz................$25.00

Otter Supreme

“Moonshine” is a carefully controlled blend of 
eight coon killing ingredients put together in just 
the right proportions in a waterproof long-lasting 
base. You can take coon on your basic one-ingre-
dient lures but to take the most coon at any given 
time, you need to offer them a variety..   
HNT-36968...................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-36969...................4 oz................$25.00

Moonshine Lure
For this lure I grind only the best, fullest castors 
I can find, add the loudest, most effective calling 
agent known to me and put them in a waterproof 
base. The result is TIMBER!, a beaver lure 
supreme. .   
HNT-36970..................1 oz...................$8.50
HNT-36971..................4 oz................$25.00

Timber Lure
(Muskrat Call/Food) - Muskrats are truly 
the “Bread and Butter” of the industry. Year 
after year they lead the country in total pelts 
and total dollars generated for the trapper. Is 
muskrat lure really worth using? Yes! If it’s 
used properly and if it’s the right lure.   
HNT-36972..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36973..............4 oz..............$25.00

Muskrat Lure
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This is not your basic slightly aged meat bait, but 
rather a blend of rodent meat, castor, fox, ‘rat, 
and mink glands, and several other ingredients 
that to my knowledge aren’t in any other brand of 
bait. Very Loud. Top Selling Bait in USA  
 
HNT-36980...................9 oz..................$11.50

Hiawatha Valley Bait
A bait and lure all in one. Bobcat meat is blended 
together with skunk sacs, mink glands, and 
beaver castor. Aged together for a full year before 
fixing and stabilizing. Top notch for coyote, 
bobcat, fox, fisher, and raccoon. .   

HNT-36982..............9 oz..............$16.50

MB Predator Bait
True, it is dynamite on coon and mink, but 
that’s only where it starts. From the calls and 
letters I receive, I truly believe it is the most 
versatile bait available today. Great on all 
predators.   

HNT-36984..............9 oz..............$11.50

Coon & Mink Bait

Tips & Info - flemingtraps.com/videos



Dobbins Trapping Lures
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Tri Nitro Lure
Tri-Nitro Lure is a canine/cat liquid curiosity 
lure. It uses brain material for the base and is 
very weather resistant. It works well in dirt 
hole and flat sets.
   
HNT-36480..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36481..............4 oz..............$25.00

Mississippi Special is a canine food lure 
made to stimulate the appetite of the most 
finicky canines. During tests, it was found 
also to be attractive to Bobcats, Raccoons 
and Otter.   
HNT-36483..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36484..............4 oz..............$25.00

Mississippi Special
All Call Lure is a call lure for all the 
canines. It’s loud and reaches out to where 
you need to go. Works great with “Canine 
Select” and “3-KO” Lures.
   
HNT-36486..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36487..............4 oz..............$25.00

All Call Lure

This is a heavy castor-based beaver lure. It’s 
great for all times of the year, but works best 
during the late full thru spring. This lure is a 
staple for many pros.
   
HNT-36500..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36501..............4 oz..............$25.00

Backbreaker Lure
This is a food-type beaver lure. It is a 
favorite for the summer ADC jobs when the 
beaver are extremely finnicky. Also a great 
all-season lure used at food-type sets.
   
HNT-36512..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36513..............4 oz..............$25.00

Woodchipper Lure
This is a curiosity-type beaver lure. It works 
all year and it brings in otter and raccoon 
too. This lure will increase your catch.Top 
Selling Curiosity Lure.
   
HNT-36520..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36530..............4 oz..............$25.00

Beaver Plus Lure

This muskrat lure has the ingredients that 
muskrats crave. It works well at all lured 
sets. Has proven itself all over the United 
States.
   
HNT-36535..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36540..............4 oz..............$25.00

Muskrat #1 Lure
This very sweet lure is too attractive for rac-
coons to pass up. It works very well around 
areas where pets roam free. Also a great 
ADC lure for summertime use.
   
HNT-36550..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36560..............4 oz..............$25.00

Coon Candy Lure
This is a Bobcat Gland lure formulated to 
take advantage of the cat’s curiosity, hunger 
and passion. Excellent lure for the bobcat 
trapper.
   
HNT-36562..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36564..............4 oz..............$25.00

Purfect Bobcat Lure

This is a coyote gland lure, which is also 
attractive to foxes. This lure is made by Paul 
Dobbins and has been perfected over the 
year. Top Seller !    
HNT-36567..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36568..............4 oz..............$25.00

Coyote Lure # 1
This curiosity paste canine lure drives them 
nuts. Works great on fox, coyote, cats and 
coon. Doesn’t get ‘em rolling.
  
HNT-36570..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36580..............4 oz..............$25.00

Canine Select Lure
This is a red fox gland lure that has added 
ingredients to make it attractive all year 
long. It is attractive to Fox, Coyote, Bobcats 
and Raccoons.   
HNT-36590..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36595..............4 oz..............$25.00

GL 40 Fox Lure

This is the highest grade of tinctured beaver 
castor available. It is attractive to Fox, Coyote, 
Bobcats and Raccoons.   
HNT-36600..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-36610..............4 oz..............$25.00

Tinctured Beaver Castor
Hawbaker Baits are very high quality baits that have worked for years 
and stood the test of time. I can gurantee you won’t be disappointed !   
HNT-36795........Fox Coyote Bait.............8 oz....................$9.50
HNT-36797........Raccoon Bait.................4 oz.....................$8.50
HNT-36796........No Fear Fox Bait...........4 oz....................$8.50

Hawbaker Baits



Pete Rickard Trapping Lures

Coyote Lure
Rickards Coyote Lure 1 oz bottle. A strong, 
long lasting base coupled with the right 
combination of ingredients attracts both 
Eastern and Western coyotes.   

HNT-36582..............1 oz................$8.50

Pete Rickards Fox Coyote Gland Lure 1 
oz. A blend of glands and musk is highly 
attractive to fox and coyote at the dirt hole 
or flat sets. Good on those frosty nights. 
Freeze proof.   
HNT-36584..............1 oz................$8.50

Fox Coyote Gland
Pete Rickard Red and Grey Fox Lure 1 oz. 
Mild but persuasive odor attracts red or grey 
fox and is thick and long lasting.
   
HNT-36586..............1 oz................$8.50

Fox Lure

Wildcat  Lure is proven north, south, east 
and west. A good cat producer all season 
but really shines come February during the 
breeding season.
HNT-36590..............1 oz................$8.50

Wildcat Lure
Pete Rickard Fishert Lure 1 oz. Mild but 
persuasive odor attracts Fishers and is thick 
and long lasting.
   
HNT-36613..............1 oz................$8.50

Fisher Lure
Pete Rickard Marten Lure 1 oz. Mild but 
persuasive odor attracts martens and is thick 
and long lasting. Great hard to find lure that 
really brings them in.   
HNT-36714..............1 oz................$8.50

Marten Lure

Pete Rickards Mink Lure 1 oz. Jam-packed 
with premium grade glands enhanced with 
select ingredients to retain that fresh mink 
odor. Also highly attractive to canines, cats, 
and raccoons.   
HNT-36542..............1 oz................$8.50

Mink Lure

Pete Rickard Skunk Essence Lure 1 oz. Skunk lure is a 
proven attractant, designed by trappers to eliminate your 
smelliest problem. Non-drying formula gives this lure long 
life. Concentrated 1 oz. bottle.   
HNT-36532..........................1 oz................................$8.50

Skunk Essence

Fox and Coyote Suspicion Removers cost 
more because they are better than most. 
Properly collected from wild meat fed ani-
mals. Absolutely no water or other foreign 
contaminates added. Size: 8 Oz   
HNT-36632..............8 oz................$8.50

Fox Coyote Suspicion 
Remover

Rickard Coyote Lure 1 1/4oz: A strong, long lasting base 
coupled with the right combination of ingredients attracts 
both Eastern and Western coyotes. All seasons lure in a 
squeeze bottle. Makes 50 sets.
   
HNT-36581..........................1.5 oz........................$8.50

Coyote Liquid Lure 1.5 oz.
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Broad Mountain Muskrat Food Lure is a 
thick, freeze proof lure that is highly appeal-
ing to muskrats.
   
HNT-37524..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37526..............4 oz..............$25.00

Muskrat Food

Broad Mountain Mud Monkey Lure is 
loaded with mink glands.  This mink lure is 
also an excellent change up for canines.  
 
HNT-37520..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37522..............4 oz..............$25.00

Mud Monkey

Indian Buck Lure
The strong, natural formula stops bucks in 
their tracks and draws them in. Effectively 
hides human scent, too! 1.25 oz. Pete Rick-
ard’s Original Indian Buck Lure - 1 1/4 oz. 
squeeze bottle.   
HNT-36900..............1.2 oz................$7.50
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Kaatz Bros Beaver Lure 1 oz. With tens of thousands of 
beaver to its credit, this castor-based lure is second to 
none! Used with great confidence year-round! Attractive 
to all furbearers!   
HNT-364601...........................1 oz..........................$8.50
HNT-36461.............................4 oz........................$25.00

Beaver Castor Lure
Mud Road is muskrat gland based and will definitely add 
more muskrats to your catch. A ‘must-have’ for the pocket 
set trapper, for coon and mink as well! A world class 
attractant!
HNT-36457...........................1 oz..........................$8.50
HNT-36458...........................4 oz........................$25.00

Mud Road Muskrat Lure

Evanesce Predator Lure Spot Shot Bobcat Lure
 Evanesce was formulated. A great lure to attract coyotes, 
fox, and bobcats wherever they are found. Guaranteed 
to meet your approval! Beaver Castor, Mink Glands & 
Skunk Essence & more. 
HNT-36466...........................1 oz..........................$8.50
HNT-36467...........................4 oz........................$25.00

Kaatz Bros Spot Shot Bobcat Curiosity Lure 1 oz. A heavy, 
complex blend of bobcat calling ingredients easily smeared 
on a rock or wood backing.   

HNT-36468...........................1 oz..........................$8.50
HNT-36469...........................4 oz........................$25.00

1-800 Predator Call Lure 4 oz. A loud, powerful calling 
lure of 5-star quality. The base of this attractant is sun-
rendered fish oil blended with beaver castor oil, and a 
heavy dose of skunk essence. 1-800 will perform remark-
ably well on bobcats, coyotes, red and gray fox from coast 
to coast. Apply 10-15 drops right at the set.    
HNT-36463.......................1 oz........................$8.50
HNT-36464.......................4 oz......................$25.00

1-800 Predator Call Lure Toxi Dog Lure
Red fox gland based with several extra ingredients make 
this lure highly attractive to coyotes, red and gray fox, 
bobcats, lynx, coon, and badgers.  
 
HNT-364501.......................1 oz........................$8.50
HNT-36451.........................4 oz......................$25.00

A highly effective, versatile smoked crayfish based bait for 
all your coon and mink trapping. While testing this bait, 
Kyle caught 416 raccoon and 30 mink in 12 days on the 
Iowa road line! Great for any set where a trapper wants to 
attract coon and mink!   
HNT-36448..........................16 oz........................$13.50

Black Magik Bait

Gold Label Coyote Bait
Gold Label provides the modern trapper with a ground, 
slightly aged, preserved fox meat bait with a couple extra 
enhancer ingredients. Smear an acorn-sized glob around 
inside a dirthole, or cover a couple globs with a football-
sized flat rock in frozen ground for a truly vintage, throw-
back buried bait flat set that will produce coyotes quickly. 
 HNT-36459..........................16 oz......................$13.50

Kellen’s Red Label Extreme Predator Bait.Aged Muskrat 
Meat Base Ground and Blended Smooth. 101 Proof. 
Stands strong against the elements A unique odor with a 
mild skunk undertone makes this bait intoxicating for coy-
otes, red and gray fox, bobcats, coon, badgers, and bears.   
HNT-36447..........................16 oz........................$13.50

Red Label Predator Bait

Black Label Coon & Mink 
Bait

Kellen’s Black Label Coon Bait - Extreme Shellfish Bait 
that is aged and blended smooth. 100 proof. Extreme 
oyster/shellfish odor and flavor. An intoxicating attractant 
for raccoon, mink, otter, and predators. 16 oz. 
HNT-36446..........................16 oz......................$13.50
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Fox Frenzy
Ideal lure for red fox, gray fox, badgers, 
coyotes, bobcat, lynx and most main 
predators in your area. Fox Frenzy is a thick 
blend of fox glands and musks that is truly 
different.   
HNT-37550..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37552..............4 oz..............$25.00

A predator food lure with a thick, syrupy consis-
tency. Pinch of pure quill skunk. The seven in-
gredients used to make this lure are all natural to 
a predator’s diet so there’s nothing in this bottle 
to spook ‘em. Effective at all types of sets.   
HNT-37554..................1 oz...................$8.50
HNT-37556..................4 oz.................$25.00

Windwalker
The “Ultimate” Change-Up Lure.Contains 
Fox, Coyote, and Bobcat glands!We bring 
trappers a phenominal lure made from 
red fox glands, coyote glands, and bobcat 
glands!    
HNT-37558..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37560..............4 oz..............$25.00

Predator Frenzy

(Coyote Gland) - A very thick, long-lasting 
natural gland lure that will really stir up 
those “howlers.” “Yodel Dog” is made from 
glands aged to perfection and is not only 
the answer to post sets but really dresses up 
your dirt hole and flat sets.    
HNT-37562..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37564..............4 oz..............$25.00

Songdog Supreme
(Bobcat Lure) - Mark June personally cuts, trims, 
grinds, and ages all the glands in this fine lure and 
I encourage its use “heavily” on dirt holes, rub 
sets, and baited sets for bobcats and as a premier 
change-up lure on the canines..   
HNT-37566.......................1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37568.......................4 oz..............$25.00

Silent Stalker
Predator control agents report that canines readily 
approach in all kinds of weather... hot to cold. We 
render several agents in a lengthy process that 
assures a consistent canine lure requiring only a 
number of drops: warm weather 4-6 drops..cooler 
weather 6-10 drops. Great Change Up.   
HNT-37570.................1 oz..................$8.50
HNT-37572.................4 oz................$25.00

Smokey Post

Fresh preserved glands are mixed with 
properly aged glands with a pinch of urine 
to produce that “foxy” smell that really 
slams ‘em! Works great with your favorite 
predator bait. Especially good October and 
November on red fox in all areas.   
HNT-37578..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37580..............4 oz..............$25.00

Cherry Red
A food based coon lure with extremely permeating 
musks plus shellfish essence as a kicker. If you ask 
us which coon lure to use most often, we’re going 
to point to this one, as it works just as well in a 
pocket set as it does in a dirt hole or cage trap.
   
HNT-37582......................1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37584.......................4 oz..............$25.00

Primetime Coon
This lure is the super sweet partner to Prime-
time Coon.A strong, minty aroma, this call 
can be used anywhere raccoons are found, 
but it is at its best along the waterways. This 
one really dissipates and works on those 
muggy, foggy nights when coon are running.   
HNT-37586..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37588..............4 oz..............$25.00

Ridgerunner Coon

This is not a plain castor paste, but rather a liq-
uid beaver lure containing clean cut castor, food 
source oils and highly alluring musks designed 
to increase success rates at all beaver sets. 
   
HNT-37590.................1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37592.................4 oz..............$25.00

Flattail Frenzy
Brown Sugar is a thicker blend of high grade 
mink glands and musk oils from food sources that 
mink prey upon every day.Excellent otter lure 
and as a change-up lure for fox and coyotes.
   
HNT-37594..................1 oz.................$8.50
HNT-37596.................4 oz................$25.00

Brown Sugar
There aren’t many products that even begin 
to compare with this fine oil when it comes 
to pure calling power for canines, cats, coon, 
mink, otter, fisher, marten, and even musk-
rats.Pure, uncut shellfish oil with an additive 
for extra punch. 
HNT-37598..............1 oz................$8.50
HNT-37599..............4 oz..............$25.00

Shellfire
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Best Seller ! Non-tainted bobcat meat base de-
signed to catch targeted animals. (Tainted meats 
tend to catch non-targets far too often!) You can 
smell all the top-grade mink glands and beaver 
castor in this paste bait, but high grade agents 
like lanolin keep this bait “going and going” in 
harsh wet or dry weather. 
HNT-37600..................16 oz..................$15.00

Widowmaker Bait
Fox, coyotes, and raccoons especially love to 
eat persimmons when they can find them, so we 
tested our Widowmaker Paste Bait spiked with 
a mild yet sufficient dose of persimmon and we 
quickly discovered we were on to something 
special.   
HNT-37602..............16 oz..............$15.00

Widowmaker 
Persimmon Bait

This All Season coon bait does just that. 
Years and years of catching and skinning 
piles of coon led us to this beauty...powerful 
calling ingredients + smoked fish and weather 
proofed = boat loads of coon! Thick, power-
ful, and long lasting at the set.
HNT-37604..............16 oz..............$15.00

Ringtail Cocktail Bait
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Badger Lure
Hawbaker’s Badger Lure has an anti-freeze 
base and is uniquely formulated to be highly 
attractive to the badger.   

HNT-37610..............1 oz................$8.50

Hawbaker’s Coyote Food Lure No. 10 is 
the perfect lure to use with the most recent 
Humane Fur Getter Guns. It has been tried 
and proved to be the real decoy for the guns 
and is hard to beat at regular trap sets.   
HNT-37616..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Food Lure #10

Hawbaker’s Coyote Lure No. 500 is Haw-
baker’s top coyote lure. This lure is one of 
Hawbaker’s best selling lures every year.
   
HNT-37624..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Lure #500

Hawbaker’s Beaver Lure contains castors, 
oils and oils from food trees and plants.  
Trappers take their limit the first night when 
this fine lure is used and declare the success 
to this lure. For open water trapping.  
HNT-37612..............1 oz................ $8.50

Beaver Lure
 No better coyote lure regardless of price. 
Made from all No. 1 hot Canadian wolf and 
western coyote parts. Very little urine, just 
enough good heavy base to make it lasting.
   
HNT-37618..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Wolf Gland Lure

Hawbaker’s Fisher Lure is very attractive to 
the black cats. Contains ingredients for cold 
climates. Nothing better.  
 
HNT-37626..............1 oz................$8.50

Fisher Lure

Hawbaker’s Big 3 Lure was developed for 
use in water trapping of the mink, muskrat 
and raccoon. This lure is especially good 
for the trapper who has all three of these 
furbearers on the same stream. Every bottle 
is crammed full of native and high-priced 
imported musk.    
HNT-37613..............1 oz................$8.50

Big 3 Lure
Hawbaker’s Coyote Special 200 Lure con-
tains passion ingredients as famous as Fox 
200. Other food and one curiosity ingredient 
are different to appeal to western furbearers. 
Creates sexual excitement all seasons, but 
especially good for fall, early winter.  
  
HNT-37620..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Special #200
 It is especially recommended for red fox 
and coyote and is also attractive to the wolf 
and grey fox. This lure arouses the curios-
ity of the canine family and will call them 
whether hungry or not. No animal of the 
canine family will pass this lure without first 
investigating.
HNT-37628..............1 oz................$8.50

Fox Coyote #4 Lure

Hawbaker’s Concentrated Clam Oil Lure will 
make every passing coon stop to investigate. 
This strong, natural shellfish aroma has an oily 
base that resists rain.
   
HNT-37614..............1 oz................$8.50

Clam Oil
Hawbaker’s Coyote Food Lure No. 400 is 
not a foul, rotten odor, but real coyote food 
aged just right. A coyote will risk his hide to 
get to this new food lure. Made from only 
one ingredient known to but few trappers in 
America.    
HNT-37622..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Food #400
Hawbaker’s Grey Fox Food Lure has been 
used successfully for years by professional 
trappers. A real grey fox food lure. Made from 
juices and extracts of the grey foxes’ food and 
blended with other ingredients that make it the 
best lure on the market.   
HNT-37630..............1 oz................$8.50

Grey Fox Food Lure

Hawbaker’s Raccoon Lure is a powerful sweet 
scent that is very alluring to the raccoon. 
No passing coon will go by your set without 
investigating.    
HNT-37642..............1 oz................$8.50

Raccoon Lure
Hawbaker’s Marten Lure is powerful and 
attractive. Contains marten musk, fish oil, 
beaver castor and several other ingredients.
   
HNT-37634..............1 oz................$8.50

Marten Lure
Made from juices and extracts of the grey 
foxes’ food and blended with other ingredients 
that make it the best lure on the market..
   
HNT-37632..............1 oz................$8.50

Grey Fox 100 Lure
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Mink #1 Lure
 No mink that comes in contact with its odor 
will pass by. Its calling power is far and 
wide the best, and its odor is compelling to 
the mink. No lure made will call mink to 
your sets better than this one. It will take all 
those old, trap-shy and three-legged mink. 
HNT-37636..............1 oz................$8.50

You can not miss with this skunk lure. It 
contains real skunk calling ingredients and 
has thousands of skunk to its credit. A skunk 
will shuffle right up to your sets when you 
use this lure. Used by animal control trap-
pers.   
HNT-37660..............1 oz................$8.50

Skunk Opossum Lure

 It works wonders on the male fox and calls 
every female as well. Fox or coyote forget 
everything when they scent Widow Maker. 
A guaranteed fox taker.
   
HNT-37658..............1 oz................$8.50

Widow Maker #800

This new improved lure is carefully blended 
with catnip oil, sweet flag oil, carrot oil, rat 
musk, beaver castor and other ingredients 
that make it the best muskrat lure.
  
HNT-37638..............1 oz................$8.50

Muskrat #1 Lure
 Hawbaker’s Red Fox Food Lure 400 contains 
juices, etc. from foods used in the foxes’ every 
day diet. All ingredients carefully aged by 
Hawbaker’s secret process and blended just 
right to give you a food lure that will cause 
every passing fox to investigate.   
HNT-37650..............1 oz................$8.50

Red & Grey Fox #400

An old favorite for the trapper using water 
sets or any sets made close to streams, in 
meadows or low lands. Six different musks 
are carefully blended with other indgredients 
to make this attractive smelling different lure. 
HNT-37648..............1 oz................$8.50

Water Set Fox #300

Hawbaker’s Otter Lure. You need the very 
best available if you hope to succeed with 
otter. Contains plenty of mink musk.
    
HNT-37640..............1 oz................$8.50

Otter Lure

As famous as their 100 gland lure. In-
gredients used in this lure are used by no 
other manufacturer. This is the reason it has 
become so famous. An all-season lure. A 
real caller for either red or grey. Especially 
fine for October, November, December and 
January trapping.     
HNT-37652..............1 oz................$8.50

Wiley Red #500
 Hawbaker’s Sure Catch Fox and Coyote 
Lure is a lure to fool “old sly foot” and all 
his wary family. This lure has an extremely 
dry paste base that will not wash away or 
evaporate. Needs no shaking or stirring. 
The perfect lure for fox and coyote -- good 
for coon, cats, marten, skunk and weasel.
HNT-37662..............1 oz................$8.50

Sure Catch Fox Coyote

Hawbaker’s Red Fox Gland Lure 100 is a real 
matrix lure made from good, clean glands -- 
many taken during mating season. Urine in this 
lure is all taken while the female fox is in heat. 
A thick, heavy gland lure. It is properly aged 
and blended.    
HNT-37644..............1 oz................$8.50

Red Fox Gland #100
Made for extra-long distance calling power. 
Contains civet and skunk musk. Not to be 
used at the set, but just close enough so the 
fox or coyote can locate the regular lure and 
set.     
HNT-37654..............1 oz................$8.50

Long Distance Call
Hawbaker’s Weasel Lure is made from natural 
weasel-calling ingredients. Weasel are easily 
taken when you use this powerful far-calling 
lure. Nationally used. Used successfully by all 
northern state and Canadian trappers.   
HNT-37664..............1 oz................$8.50

Weasel Lure

 Many thousand fox have been trapped with 
this lure. It is aged and improves more with 
age. No. 200 is a curiosity lure causing a fox to 
investigate whether hungry or not. The ingredi-
ents used make it also a passion lure.  

  
HNT-37646..............1 oz................$8.50

Red Grey Fox #200

Not a powerful calling lure, but very attractive 
to the canine family. Very sucessful in US, 
Canada and Alaska.
   
HNT-37656..............1 oz................$8.50

Red Reynard #700
Hawbaker’s Wildcat Lure No. 1 is made from 
wildcat glands aged 4 years. Porcupines won’t 
bother sets because there’s no catnip oil. Has 
taken hundreds of cats. Also calls moutain lions 
and lynx.   
HNT-37666..............1 oz................$8.50

Wildcat #1 Lure
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Beaver Lure #1
Designed especially for the spring season 
just after ice goes out, but good anytime. 
Best used at scent mounds without bait. A 
fine lure for use in areas of high competition 
where beaver may be shy of other lures.
HNT-37800..............1 oz................$8.50

Trails End Lure is a fine primary lure for fox, 
coyotes and cats. Works best when used alone 
without bait. A heavy lure that holds up well in 
wet or dry conditions. Popular throughout the 
U.S. and Canada. For use from early October 
until Christmas.   
HNT-37844.................1 oz..................$8.50

Trails End Lure

If you are trapping in an area that contains fox 
and/or coyotes with an occasional bobcat, this 
is the lure to use at 50% to as high as 75% of 
your sets. One of the few lures with an equal and 
deadly attraction to all three animals. You can also 
use on at least 50% to 95% of your bobcat sets.    
HNT-37830.................1 oz...................$8.50

Pros Choice Lure

Blackfoot (Red Fox, Grey Fox Lure)
Has a sweet musk odor that does not over-
power the animal’s sense of smell. Great 
early season lure.
.  
HNT-37802..............1 oz................ $8.50

Blackfoot Lure
 Carman’s Hudson Seal Muskrat Lure is a lure 
with a heavy dose of muskrat musk which makes 
it a deadly all season lure. At one time a premium 
quality muskrat pelt was graded as a Hudson Seal. 
Because this is the very ultimate in muskrat lure, 
this lure was given the same name.   
HNT-37818..................1 oz....................$8.50

Hudson Seal Muskrat

Carman’s Final Touch Lure is a very fine fox and 
coyote lure in any area.  For canines it can be used 
with or without bait at any type set. Good anytime 
in the south -- good from early October until 
Christmas in the north. Popular throughout the 
U.S. Great for Southwest.
HNT-37814................1 oz...................$8.50

Final Touch Lure

Carman’s Bobcat Gland Lure has a special 
attraction to the old toms. Can be used at 
baited sets and toilet sets. Can be used with 
or without bait at any type set. Can be used 
in conjunction with call lures such as Canine 
Call, Pro’s Choice, Magna-Glan, or Trails 
End with very good success.    
HNT-37804..............1 oz................$8.50

Bobcat Gland Lure
Carman’s Magna-Glan Lure is a very deadly lure 
on red and grey fox, coyotes, bobcat and coon. 
Can be used at 50% to 60% of your fox and coyote 
sets, and 50% to 80% of your cat sets. Proven very 
effective during warm weather for predator control 
work but is equally effective during cold weather 
making it a good all-season lure.    
HNT-37820..................1 oz.....................$8.50

Magna Gland Lure
Carman’s Triple Threat Lure is the closest 
thing to a curiosity lure that Carman offers. It is 
deadly on fox, coyotes and bobcats. As a result, 
it is very popular with trappers in the south and 
southwest. It is very attractive to red fox, but in 
most areas is slighly more attractive to greys.
HNT-37846................1 oz..................$8.50

Triple Threat Lure

Should be used only at baited sets and scent 
post sets. Holds its greatest value during mating 
season but is a very fine all season lure. Can be 
used in conjunction with a call type lure such as 
Canine Call, Magna-Glan, Pro’s Choice, etc., 
with very good results.   
HNT-37810..............1 oz................$8.50

Coyote Gland Lure
Years of trap line use has proven this to be a 
most attractive all season Muskrat lure. Also 
deadly on Nutria.
    
HNT-37822..............1 oz................$8.50

MCL-100 Muskrat Lure
Carman’s Triple X Lure is a heavy pasty lure that 
holds up well in any type of weather. Attractive 
to red and grey fox and coyotes. A very good 
primary lure for grey fox and coyotes, and a 
good secondary lure for red fox. Good from early 
October until late November in the north. Good 
anytime in the south..   
HNT-37848...................1 oz....................$8.50

Triple X Lure

Deep Creek Mink Lure is a mink gland lure 
with musks and oils added. Has a moderately 
strong odor of mink. Has a special attraction to 
adult mink but will also attract a high percent-
age of young males and females.     
HNT-37812..............1 oz................$8.50

Deep Creek Mink Lure
Carman’s Mega-Musk Lure is a fine red fox, 
grey fox and coyote lure. Good for use as a 
primary lure at up to 80% of your canine sets. 
A lure that elicits a good deal of digging and 
scratching.   
HNT-37824..............1 oz................$8.50

Mega Musk Lure
Carman’s Silent Partner Lure is a very solid and 
reliable lure for both red and grey fox. It works 
best in areas where the reds outnumber the greys. 
This is a heavy “oily” lure that holds up well in 
both wet and very dry climates.   
HNT-37838...................1 oz....................$8.50

Silent Partner Lure
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Pro Grade Beaver 
Contains beaver castor and oil sacks with 
added ingredients used by no other lure mak-
ers. Ingredients that give this lure a farther 
reaching and more deadly odor than any 
other lure on the market today. For the seri-
ous open water beaver trapper. 
HNT-37856..............2 oz................$14.50

Carman’s Coyote Pro-Mix Scent is high 
grade coyote urine with Carman’s Coyote 
Gland Lure added. Excellent at dirt hole sets 
and post sets. 16 oz.
   
HNT-37854..............16 oz................$11.95

Coyote Pro Mix

Carman’s Red Fox Pro-Mix Scent is high 
grade fox urine with Carman’s Red Fox 
Gland Lure added. Excellent at dirt hole sets 
and post sets. 16 oz.
   
HNT-37852..............16 oz................$11.95

Red Fox Pro Mix

 A deadly lure with a far reaching attraction 
that pulls them from the greatest distance, 
but also holds their interest at the set until 
caught. Years of lure making experience has 
gone into the developement of this great 
lure. None better.  
HNT-37860..............2 oz................$14.50

Circle Maker Lure
Carman’s Pro Grade Snake Creek Mink Lure 
is an all season mink lure that is filled with 
valuable glands and musks that will pull mink 
into your sets. 2 oz. jar.   

HNT-37874................2 oz.................$14.50

Snake Creek Mink

Carman’s Pro Grade Muskrat Lure is an all season 
lure with a great lingering odor for maximum 
results. A good mink lure is not designed to 
increase your catch. This lure will catch and hold 
the interest of every passing muskrat. 
HNT-37868..................2 oz...................$14.50

Pro Grade Muskrat

Carman’s Pro Grade Musk Formula Lure has a 
very sweet, lingering and long lasting odor that 
most trappers won’t recognize as a canine lure. 
Don’t let the odor fool you. This lure is deadly 
on red fox, grey fox and coyotes and will take 
more that its share of coon. 2 oz. jar.    
HNT-37866..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Musk 

Carman’s Pro Grade Vent Scent Lure has 
a primary and very deadly attraction to 
coyotes and red fox and will also take a few 
raccoons and grey fox. 2 oz. jar.
     
HNT-37878..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Vent Scent
This an All-Season, easy to use liquid bait 
for canines. Place in the back of dirt holes 
and at the base of post sets. Works great 
during early season on Fox! 8 oz.

HNT-37886..............8 oz................$9.50

Liquid Fox & Coyote

Carman’s Pro Grade Lurmax Lure has a great 
attraction to bobcats and is also great for ca-
nines. This is the perfect lure to use when you 
have a good mix of red and grey fox, coyotes 
and bobcats on your line. 2 oz. jar.
    
HNT-37864..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Lurmax
Carman’s Pro Grade Wind Drifter Call Lure is 
powerful and loaded with skunk. This lure is 
deadly attractive to bobcats, coyotes and red 
fox. It is also a great marten and fisher lure. 
2 oz. jar.     
HNT-37880..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Wind Drifter
Add 2 ounces of Carman’s Pro Grade Urine 
Spike to a half gallon of fox urine to create a 
deadly fox and coyote lure. 2 oz. bottle.

.   
HNT-37876..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Urine Spike

Carman’s Pro Grade Circle Maker Magnum 
Lure is the same great lure as Circle Maker 
with the addition of skunk essence for cold 
weather work.Works on Fox, Coyote, Bobcat 
2 oz. jar. 
  
HNT-37862..............2 oz................$14.50

Circle Maker Magnum

Carman’s Pro Grade Bobcat Gland Lure is 
highly attractive to bobcats. There is a real 
secret to making a good cat gland lure and you 
get the benefit of that secret every time you 
use this great lure. 2 oz. bottle.   
HNT-37658..............2 oz................$14.50

Pro Grade Bobcat
Carman’s Bushwacker Fox & Coyote Bait is a 
hugely popular bait that attracts through both 
hunger and curiosity.
   
HNT-37884..............8 oz................$9.50

Bushwaker Bait



Sterlings Trapping Lures & Baits
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Made with aged food fibers and calling 
ingredients that fox crave. This lure is put up 
in a heavy base and has a strong desirable 
odor. Good for dirt hole sets and pre-bating. 
Fox would come back for more, if they 
could get away!   
HNT-37684..............1 oz................$8.50

 Fox Food Lure

Combination gland and call lure. Excellent 
for fox, coyote, and bobcat. 

HNT-37676..............1 oz................$8.50

Sterlings Ultimate 
Predator Lure This fine Rat lure has a cherry base com-

pounded with natural Muskrat call ingre-
dients, to form a heavy paste type lure that 
will hold up on those rainy nights.
   
HNT-37680..............1 oz................$8.50

Cattails Muskrat Lure

Bobcat gland lure that has proven itself on 
the Fox and Coon line.

HNT-37686..............1 oz................$8.50

Spotted Lightning 
Bobcat Lure

Beaver Castor contains heavy castor and oil 
sac with ingredients added to make it one 
of the deadliest beaver lures ever put in a 
bottle. All Season Lure.    
HNT-37690..............1 oz................$8.50

Lumber Jack
 Beaver Castor Lure

Moonlight Delight is a very sweet coon lure.
Great for land sets and DP Coon traps.All 
Season Lure. 

HNT-37692..............1 oz................$8.50

Moonlight Delight 
Raccoon Lure

This lure is effective on Coon, Fox and Mink. 
It is blended with shellfish oil and other calling 
ingredients to form a thick, heavy bodied lure 
that will retain its natural calling power.
   
HNT-37694..............1 oz................$8.50

Moonlight Bandit
 Raccoon Lure

A Coyote gland lure that is good any season 
at any set, but is particularly deadly at late 
season post sets.

    
HNT-37696..............1 oz................$8.50

 Grey Star Coyote
 Gland Lure 

Ground and preserved. The best early to mid 
season bait available.Good all around predator 
bait.

   
HNT-37698..............8 oz................$9.50

One Predator
Fox & Coyote Bait

This predator chunk bait is specially formu-
lated to attract Fox, Coyote, Raccoon and 
Mink. 9 oz.    
HNT-37642..............9 oz................$9.50

Final Approach
Predator Bait

Lenons Natures
Call Lures

Developed for ultimate results in any season at flat, 
blind or scent post type sets. This lure will also 
add an immense appeal at a hole set when used in 
combination with your favorite bait. 
   
Coyote,Wolf, Fox, Bobcat.........1 oz.........$8.50
Coyote,Wolf, Fox, Bobcat.........4 oz.......$25.00

Rewards - Sign Up and Get 25 Free Points
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Signs, Bottles, Jars & Bait Making Supplies

HNT-37900................. Flip Top Plastic Bottle 8 oz....................$0.85
HNT-37902................. Flip Top Plastic Bottle 16 oz..................$0.95
HNT-37910................. Spray Top Plastic Bottle 16 oz...............$2.25
HNT-37920................. Plastic Bait Jar 8 oz................................$1.40
HNT-37922................. Plastic Bait Jar 16 oz..............................$1.50
HNT-37924................. Plastic Bait Jar 32 oz..............................$2.00
HNT-37930................. Glass Bottle With Dropper 1 oz.............$1.95
HNT-37932................. Glass Bottle Wide Mouth 1 oz...............$1.00
HNT-37934................. Glass Bottle Wide Mouth 4 oz...............$1.00

Lure Making Bottles & Jar

12” x 12” Tyvek (Legal) Posted Sign 
Rolls are weather resistant, tear-resistant, 
and an inexpensive way to post your 
property.

LWN-54606............................$32.00

Posted Sign 100/Pack

No Hunting &
Trespassing Tape

Poly Safety Tape Rolls are inexpensive, brightly 
visible, reusable, and directs immediate attention 
to hunting areas. Size: 3” x 300’

LWN-54622..........................................$12.50

Orange Flagging Tape

Dozens of uses for the trapper, hunter and snare-
men.. Survey and mark boundaries, trees and haz-
ardous areas with this high visibility tape. Tears 
and ties easily by hand. Strong, flexible PVC.

LWN-54620..........................................$2.95

Lure & Bait Dry Box

Action Sport Utility Box has been the best selling sports utility box for 
over 20 years. Features weather resistant gasket seals to keep everything 
inside dry. Heavy steel bar latching system with extra tough handle for 
carrying. Lifetime Warranty.  Small or Medium.
Available Colors: ORANGE or GREEN

HNT-31162.........................15”x7.75”x6.5”............................. $22.00
HNT-31160........................15”x7.75”x11.5”............................. $29.50

Bait Solution - 16 oz.
This is an enticing mixture that, when mixed with your 
chunked or ground bait, is irresistable to the canine. 16 oz.
HNT-36630......................................................$19.50

Propylene Glycol - 16 oz.
High Grade. Widely used as a tincturing base. When used t 
spray on the dirt as an antifreeze mix 1 part glycol to 3 part 
water and apply in several layers as you are building your set.

HNT-36629.................................................................$7.75

Glycerine Oil - 16 oz.
Glycerine acts as a binder, blender, stabilizer, and antifreeze 
when you mix it with glands. Glycerine can also be mixed 
with urines to add body and to prevent evaporation when 
exposed to the air and to prevent freezing. We personally like 
to use Glycerine in our urines for freeze proofing. Shake well 
after mixing. Glycerine will not preserve your glands or meat. 
Add some sodium benzoate to preserve your glands and baits.
HNT-36631................................................................$7.75

Sodium Benzoate - 1 lbs.
Sodium Benzoate is a powder that is used by many bait 
makers. Sodium can be used to stop the aging process of 
meat, preserve urine and fish oils, and is also good for 
liquid baits and cut up fish.
HNT-36628......................................................$4.99



Lure and Bait Trapping Kits 

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way 
to try out lures and baits from different manufacturers. 
Each kit comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great 
for storing all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully 
sealed so no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE 
Fleming Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 4 - Assorted Coyote Lures, 1 - Coyote Bait.

HNT-38005.............Standard.................$78.50
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Coyote Lure Kit Standard Coyote Lure Kit Deluxe
Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trap-
per. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way to try out 
lures and baits from different manufacturers. Each kit comes 
with a Sport Utility Box that works great for storing all your 
trapping lures and baits. Box is fully sealed so no unwanted 
odors come in or out of box. FREE Fleming Traps Hat with 
any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box with Tray, 1 Sheeps Wool, 
1 - 16 oz Coyote Urine, 2 - Assorted Coyote Lures 4 oz., 1 - 
Coyote Lure 1 oz., 4 - Coyote Baits.
HNT-38006..............Deluxe................$129.50

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way 
to try out lures and baits from different manufacturers. 
Each kit comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great 
for storing all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully 
sealed so no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE 
Fleming Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 3 - Assorted Coon Lures, 2 - Coon Baits.

HNT-38008.............Standard.................$78.50

Raccoon Lure Kit Standard Raccoon Lure Kit Deluxe
Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way 
to try out lures and baits from different manufacturers. 
Each kit comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great 
for storing all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully 
sealed so no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE 
Fleming Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box 
with Tray, 1 Sheeps Wool, 1 - 16 oz Coon Urine, 1 - Coon 
Lure 4 oz., 1 - Coon Lure 1 oz., 3 - Coon Baits, 1 - Fish 
Oil 16 oz. & 1 - Crayfish Oil 16 oz.
HNT-38009..............Deluxe................$129.50



Lure and Bait Trapping Kits 
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Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way 
to try out lures and baits from different manufacturers. 
Each kit comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great 
for storing all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully 
sealed so no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE 
Fleming Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 4 - Assorted Fox Lures, 1 - Fox Bait.

HNT-38012.............Standard.................$78.50

Fox Lure Kit Standard Fox Lure Kit Deluxe
Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way to try 
out lures and baits from different manufacturers. Each kit 
comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great for storing 
all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully sealed so 
no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE Fleming 
Traps Hat with any kit..Contains: 1 - Lure Box with Tray, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 1 - 16 oz Fox Urine, 2 - Assorted Fox Lures 4 
oz., 4 - Assorted Fox Lures 1 oz. & 2 - Fox Baits.
HNT-38013..............Deluxe.................$129.50

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way 
to try out lures and baits from different manufacturers. 
Each kit comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great 
for storing all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully 
sealed so no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE 
Fleming Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 4 - Assorted Bobat Lures, 1 - Bobcat Bait.

HNT-38000.............Standard.................$78.50

Bobcat Lure Kit Standard Bobcat Lure Kit Deluxe
Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any 
trapper. Trapping Lure & Bait Kits are a perfect way to try 
out lures and baits from different manufacturers. Each kit 
comes with a Sport Utility Box that works great for storing 
all your trapping lures and baits. Box is fully sealed so 
no unwanted odors come in or out of box. FREE Fleming 
Traps Hat with any kit.Contains: 1 - Lure Box with Tray, 1 
Sheeps Wool, 1 - 16 oz Bobcat Urine, 1 - Bobcat Lure 4 oz., 
3 - Assorted Bobcat Lures 1 oz. & 2 - Bobcat Baits.
HNT-38001..............Deluxe................$129.50



Trapping Kits - Free Hat With Every Kit

4 – #2 Square Jaw Coil Spring Traps
1 – Coyote Urine 16 oz.
1 – Coyote Bait 16 oz.
1 - Coyote #4 Lure 1 oz.
1 – K-9 Call Lure 1 oz.
1 – Coyote Trapping Book
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Coyote Trapping Kit - Standard

Coyote Trapping Kit - Deluxe

Coyote Trapping Kit - Ulitmate

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trapper. 
All kits come with everything you need to get started trapping. 
FREE! Cooperhead Gut Hook Knife With Sheath & Coyote 
Trapper Hat.
HNT-36232..............Standard..................$148.50
HNT-36232-550.......Standard-550...........$165.00

1 – Metal Sifter
1 - Trap Wax 1 lbs.
1 - Trap Dye
1 - Trap Tags
1 - Coyote Trapper Hat
1 - Knife with Sheath

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trapper. All 
kits come with everything you need to get started trapping. FREE! 
Cooperhead Gut Hook Knife With Sheath & Coyote Trapper Hat.
HNT-36233...................Deluxe....................$249.50
HNT-36233-550............Deluxe-550.............$285.00

6 – #2 Square Jaw Coil Spring Traps
12 – Disposable Stakes w/ 15” Cable
1 - Stake Driver
1 – Coyote Urine 16 oz.
1 – Coyote Lure #4 1 oz.
1 – Coyote Bait 16 oz.
1 – K-9 Call Lure 1 oz.
1 – Predator Bait X5 16 oz.

1 - Predator Supreme Bait 6 oz.
1 – Coyote Trapping Book
1 – Metal Sifter
1 - Trap Wax 1 lbs. & Dye
6 - Quicklinks
1 - Trap Tags
1 - 3 In 1 Trapping Tool
1 -  Knife with Sheath

HNT-36239..................Ultimate.......................$595.00
HNT-36239-550...........Ultimate-550................$665.00

12 – #2 Square Jaw CS Traps
12 – Disposable Stakes w/ 15” Cable
1 – Stake Driver
1 – Coyote Urine 16 oz.
1 – Coyote Lure #4 1 oz.
1 – Predator Bait 6 oz.
1- Coyote Bait #2 16 oz.
1 - Predator Bait X5 16 oz.
1 - Coyote ADC Bait 6 oz.
1 – K-9 Call Lure 1 oz.
1 – Coyote Lure #1 1 oz.
1 - Toxi Dog Lure 1 oz.
1 - Gusto Lure 1 oz.
1 – Coyote Trapping Book
1 - Coyote Trapping DVD

1 – Metal Sifter
1 - Trap Wax 1 lbs.
1 - Trap Dye
1 - Trap Tags
12 - Quicklinks
1 - 3 in 1 Trapping Tool
1 - Fiberglass Pack With Lure Box
1 - Sheeps Wool
12 - Crunchproof Swivels
1 - Trappers Hide Tanning Formula
1 - Skinning Gambrel
1 - 2” Dirt Hole Auger
1 - Lure Box
1 - D Handle Trapping Trowel
1 -  Knife with Sheath



Trapping Kits - Free Hat With Every Kit

4 -  #1.5 Coil Spring Trap
6 - Trapping Stakes
1 – Red Fox Urine 16 oz.
1 – Fox Gland Lure 1 oz.
1 – K-9 All Call Lure 1 oz.
1 - Predator Supreme Bait 6 oz

31Free Skinning Knife With Every Kit

Fox Trapping Kit - Standard

Fox Trapping Kit - Deluxe

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trap-
per. All kits come with everything you need to get started 
trapping. FREE! Cooperhead Gut Hook Knife With Sheath 
& Coyote Trapper Hat.
HNT-36234..............Standard................$148.50

1 – Fox Trapping Book
1 – Trap Wax 1 lbs.
1 – Trap Tags
1 – Metal Sifter Pan
1 - Fleming Traps Hat 
1 - Knife with Sheath

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trap-
per. All kits come with everything you need to get started 
trapping. FREE! Cooperhead Gut Hook Knife With Sheath 
& Coyote Trapper Hat.
HNT-36235..............Deluxe................$225.00

6 - #1.5 Coil Spring Trap
12 - Disposable Stakes with 15” Cable
1 - Stake Driver 
1 – Red Fox Urine 16 oz.
1 – Predator Bait X5 16 oz.
1 – Fox Gland Lure 4 oz.
1 – Shellfish Lure 1 oz.
1 – K-9 All Call Lure 1 oz.
1 - Beaver Castor Lure 1 oz.

1 - Predator Supreme Bait 6 oz. 
1 – Fox Trapping Book
1 – Trap Wax 1 lbs.
1 – Trap Tags
1 – Metal Sifter Pan
1 – 3 in 1 Trapping Tool
6 - Quick Links 
1 - Knife with Sheath
1 - Fleming Traps Hat

Kit Contains: 2 – #330 Body Traps, 1 – Set Tool, 1 – Safety Grip, 1 – 
Beaver Castor Lure 1 oz., 1 – Beaver Food Lure 1 oz., 1 - Beaver Otter 
Lure 1 oz., 1 – Beaver and Otter Trapping Book, 1 – 14” Gauntlet Trap-
ping Gloves, 1 – Trap Tags, 1 - Trap Tool, 1 - Hat
HNT-36236...................Standard.....................$148.50

Kit Contains: 2 – #330 Body Traps, 2 - #3 Coil Spring Traps, 1 – Set Tool, 
1 – Safety Grip, 1 – Beaver Castor Lure 1 oz, 1 – Beaver Bait 6 oz., 1 - 
Beaver Food Lure 1 oz., 1 - Otter Lure 1 oz, 1 – Beaver and Otter Trapping, 
1 – Land Sets Book, 1 – Trap Wax 1 lbs., 1 – Trap Dye, 1 – Trap Tags,
1 – 14” Trapping Gloves, 1 – Water Trappers Trowel, 1 - Hat, 1 - Knife
HNT-36237......................Deluxe........................$249.50

Beaver Trapping Kit - Standard

Beaver Trapping Kit - Deluxe



Customer Service & Rewards Information

Join Our Rewards
Program 

Earn 25 Points Instantly For Creating
A New Account.
Simply Register Your Account To Earn 25 Points.

Earn 1 Point For Every $1 Spent.
Earn Rewards Ponts on every dollar you spend. Be eligible to earn double or 
triple bonus points on promotional products.

Earn 5 Points For Each Approved Product 
Review. Earn Points when you share your experience with products and 
its approved and published on our store.

Earn 200 Points When A Friend Places An
Order.
Share our rewards program with Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or email when 
family and friends makes purchases.

Earn 20 Points When A Friend Creates An 
Account. Share our rewards program with Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest 
or email when family and friends create new accounts.

Its Easy and Free
Simply Create Your Account

and Start Earning

Get Rewarded 
Use your Rewards Points by redeeming them on your next order. No minimum order required.

$5 Coupon

$10 Coupon

$20 Coupon

- $5 Reward Coupon - Redeem For 100 Points

- $10 Reward Coupon - Redeem For 200 Points

- $20 Reward Coupon - Redeem For 400 Points



For fast and easy ordering, call our 
Customer Care Center toll-free at 1-800-
624-4493. Our friendly Customer Care 
Specialists are available Monday through 
Friday from 8am to 4:30pm CST for all 
your customer service needs. When calling 
to place an order, please have the item 
numbers and your credit card information 
handy.

Shop-By-Phone
Our entire product line is available online 
24 hours a day on the Internet at 
http://www.flemingtraps.com. Ordering is 
easy, safe, and secure.

Shop-Online

You can fax your completed order form to 
us at 1-334-562-9000.

Shop-By-Fax

You can mail your order form to us at:
Fleming Traps
PO Box 147
Ramer, AL 36069

Shop-By-Mail

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, PayPal, 
checks and money orders. All returned checks 
are subject to a $25 service charge. We reserve 
the right to hold checks pending bank clearance.

Most orders are shipped via UPS or USPS from our Ramer, 
AL. distribution center within 24 - 72 hours. Call our 
Customer Care Center toll free at 1-800-624-4493 for more 
information. 

Currently Fleming Traps uses UPS Ground or USPS. 
Delivery of your order will be within 5 – 7 business days 
of the date it is shipped out. You will be emailed a tracking 
number when your order goes out and you can check the 
status and track your order on our website by entering your 
order number. 

We only ship inside continental United States. Currently we 
Do Not ship to Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico.

Weekend and Holiday orders will be processed on the next 
available business day.

Shipping Information

We will accept returns on any item, for any reason, as long as the following conditions are met.

Return Policy

Payment Methods

Returns must be made within 30 days of purchase date and must be accompanied by original 
packing materials and accessories. No returns will be accepted after 30 days. Returned items 
must be returned in resalable condition and clean and free of any signs of wear and use, or we 
may refuse credit.Customer is responsible for all shipping charges on returned items unless 
we shipped a damaged item or incorrect item.

Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained by calling Customer 
Service at 800-624-4493. RMA number must be clearly marked on the outside of the pack-
age. Items returned with no RMA will be charged 10% restocking fee.

Note: Pricing is Subject to Change Without 
Notice.

Customer Service & Shipping Information

Defective Product Return
If you receive a product that is defective, broken or will not work then just call and get let us 
know and we will arrange for your product to be picked up. We will then either issue you a 
credit or replace your item ASAP. The buyer must contact us for a RMA number for any item 
being returned. We must have the RMA number before we can process the return.

If you receive a product that appears to be damaged contact the office ( UPS, Fed Ex) of the 
carrier that shipped your product and have an inspection made. Do not throw away the shipping 
box or any shipping material. The carrier will want to inspect it. We will arrange to have the 
product returned to us. We will then either issue you a credit or replace your item ASAP. 

Lost or Damaged Shipments

Warranty
Fleming Traps has a 30-day customer satisfaction standard 
warranty for all items.  All sales are considered final after 
30 days of receiving product. Any warranty a manufacturer 
offers past that time will be warranted by manufacturer. If any 
item is shipped out of the United States all warranty is void. 
On Time Feeders cover lifetime warranties on feeders.

Trapping Kits Substitution Policy
Fleming Traps reserves the right to substitute certains traps, 
lures, urines or trapping accessories with the trapping kits. 
Sometimes we run out of products and we will substitute 
a simliar item in the kit. This helps us get your kit out in a 
timely fashion. Thank You.

Cancellation Policy
Once your order has been processed it cannot be canceled, 
however it can be returned. Please see our return policy for 
instruction on how to return an item.

Customer Service and Sale Specials
- Video Demonstrations
- Sales Promotions
- Product Reviews
- Instructions & Guides

- Trapping Tips & Info
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Rewards Program
- Coupon Codes

www.blog.flemingtraps.com
www.youtube.com/flemingtraps

Shop Your Way
Anytime, Anywhere

1. Online - www.flemingtraps.com
2. Call Us At 1-800-624-4493
3. Mail your order form.
4. Fax your order form 1-334-562-9000

Four Ways To Order:

Backorders
Any item ordered that is placed on backorder will ship out as 
soon as its available. Backorders can be canceled or changed.



Trapping Kits - Free Hat With Every Kit

4 – Dog Proof Coon Traps 
6 – 3/8” x 18” Stakes
1 – Coon Catcher Lure 1 oz.
1 – Bandit Bait
1 – Fish Oil 16 oz.

34 New - Snare Survival Kits

Dog Proof Trapping Kit - Standard

Dog Proof Trapping Kit - Deluxe

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trap-
per. All kits come with everything you need to get started 
trapping. FREE! Folding Knife With Clip & Coon Trapper 
Hat.
HNT-38049..............Standard................$135.00

1 – Dog Proof Set Tool
1 - Trap Tags 
1 – Folding Knife
1 – Coon Trapper Hat

Trapping Kits can be a great gift or a starter kit for any trap-
per. All kits come with everything you need to get started 
trapping. FREE! Folding Knife with Clip & Coon Trapper 
Hat.
HNT-38055..............Deluxe................$225.00

6 – Dog Proof Coon Trap 
6 – 3/8” x 18” Stakes
1 – Coon Catcher Lure 4 oz. 
1 – Bandit Bait - 6 oz.
1 – Fleming Raccoon Bait - 16 oz.
1 -  Predator Bait X5 - 16 oz.
1 – Coon Trapper Hat

1 – Smokin Aces Sweet and 
Sour Coon Sauce - 16 oz. 
1 – Fish Oil- 16 oz. 
1 – Dog Proof Set Tool
1 – Trap Tags
1 – Coon Trapper Hat
1 – Folding Knife

- Trap Colors: Brown, Green, White and Orange or Galvanized
- If you prefer another hat color just give us a call.

This Emergency Survival Snare Kit includes 4 small animal 
snares and 2 large animal snares. Kit also includes 14 Gauge Tie 
Wire. Great lightweight item to have in your bug out pack.

HNT-35870...........................Standard..............................$13.50

This Emergency Survival Snare Kit includes 8 small animal 
snares and 4 large animal snares. Kit also includes 14 Gauge Tie 
Wire & Snare and Snaring Book. Great lightweight item to have 
in your bug out pack.
HNT-35872..............................Deluxe.............................$32.00

Snare Survival Kit - Standard

Snare Survival Kit - Deluxe

Deluxe Kit Shown

Snare Survival Kits

- Trap Colors: Brown, Green, White and Orange or Galvanized
- If you prefer another hat color just give us a call.



Quick Service Order Form

BILLING ADDRESS: SHIPPING ADDRESS:

QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION TOTALEACH

Shipping Rates & Information

6.5% AL Tax

TOTAL

SALES TAX NOTICE: Orders 
being shipped to AL address must 
add sales tax. 6.5%

CHECK/MONEY ORDER

MASTERCARD/VISA

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

Phone: 1-800-624-4493
Fax: 1-334-562-9000

Credit Card Signature

CVV #
SHIPPING

PAYMENT METHOD

DISCOVER

Fleming Traps
5480 State Hwy 94    
Ramer, AL 36069

Phone: 800-624-4493
Fax: 334-562-9000

www.flemingtraps.com

Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST

Flat Rate
Shipping

Only
$9.95



Trapping How To Videos - DVD

Double Feature DVD: 4 Hours
Predators of the Land & Working The Water

Alan Probst’s “Double Feature: Four Hours of Predators & Prey “ DVD is a 2 disc, 4 hour DVD set 
that focuses on both the land and the water. “Predators of the Land” features land trapping instruc-
tion from well known trappers Bob Wendt and Mike Gurski, as well as predator calling instruction 
from calling champion Brad Harris. “Working the Water” features water trapping instruction from Jim 
Spencer and Alan Probst, as well as beaver fur handling by John Epler and lure/bait making by Johnny 
Thorpe. This 4 hour, 2 disc DVD set is filled with top notch instruction.
HNT-37021.............................4 Hours ..........................DVD..........................$29.50

40 Minutes Join Kyle Kaatz to learn the basics 
of collecting, storing, and marketing animal 
glands. Regardless of fur markets, animal glands 
are always in demand, and offer additional in-
come opportunities to every trapper and preda-
tor hunter. Kyle demonstrates removing glands 
from muskrats, beaver, coyotes, fox, mink, and 
otter. Whether you’re a fulltime year-round 
trapper or weekend predator hunter you can take 
advantage of these valuable commodities!   
HNT-37020........................................$15.85

Glands DVD

Brian’s developed a simple, efficient system that 
will help you put more coon on your stretch-
ers. Versatility is the key to his system, which 
implements bodygrips and snares in trails and 
buckets, dogproof traps, pocket sets, as well as a 
couple sets designed to take coon with footholds 
in fluctuating water conditions. Lots of night 
vision footage of coon working sets, and lots of 
coon caught on the trapline! 120 Minutes.   
HNT-37035........................................$30.00

Coon Trappin 
DVD

Join Tom and Tera Roach on their Maryland red 
fox trapline to the music of Chad Slagle. This 
father-daughter team regularly account for 1,000 
furbearers per season. The DVD outlines their 
preferred equipment, lures and baits, locations, 
and set construction to outwit red fox, as well as 
grays, coon, and fisher. Entertaining and infor-
mative for beginners and trapline veterans alike. 
Over 40 catches shown! 60 minutes.   
HNT-37040........................................$25.95

Red Fox Frenzy 
DVD

Join Iowa cousins Brian Steines and Steve 
Griebel along their Iowa farmland coon, fox, 
and coyote traplines as they show detailed night 
vision footage of animals working dozens of 
sets. Brian’s caught 500+ coon several times in 
the last 10 seasons, as well as a personal best 97 
coyotes in a season at the age of 22!!! The night 
vision footage in this DVD is really well put 
together, and it’s fascinating to actually see how 
the animals are working your sets. 60 minutes.   
HNT-37037........................................$25.95

Dirt & Water 
Trapping DVD

36 Reducing the Numbers DVD - #1 Seller !

Join Professional Trapper and biologist Mark June, (TX) as he teams up with full time ADC agent 
Rusty Johnson, (GA) as they work “paying jobs” in three states during different months of the year. 
They hold nothing back, showing you in great detail how to catch large numbers of coyotes right out 
of the gate... in those critical first nights your traps are set out. Fast paced, in-the-field action, filmed in 
high quality SONY(R) digital technology - shows you how to get the coyote numbers reduced in your 
area! 120 minutes.
HNT-37049.............................4 Hours ..........................DVD..........................$39.95

Coyote Trapping - Reducing the Numbers DVD



Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced fur 
handler you’ll gain valuable insights! Properly 
handled fur is always in demand. Take advantage 
of additional markets and higher prices by 
learning to skin, flesh, and stretch your catch. 
With spring beaver trapping in full swing, gain 
the knowledge you need to maximize your fur 
check!

HNT-37015..........................................$29.50

A 2-disc DVD with over 3 hours of Roadlining 
mink, coon, and muskrats along Kyle’s Iowa tra-
pline. Watch as Kyle explains his straightforward 
approach to running an efficient trapline covering 
a lot of miles, and catching a lot of fur. With a ca-
reer best 416 coon and 30 mink in 12 days, Kyle 
has the experience to make you a better trapper. 
He covers equipment, location, simple sets for 
the efficient trapper and so much more!!! Lots of 
coon, mink, and muskrat catches! 3 Hours
HNT-37000........................................$29.50

Trapline Anecdotes 
Roadling DVD

Mud, Snow & Predators with Scott Welch. Join 
Scott on his northern Mississippi predator line 
as he battles snow, mud and single digit tem-
peratures while pursuing coyotes, fox, bobcat 
and dry land coon. Not only is this video loaded 
with information to help you succeed on your 
own line, Scott makes it entertaining to watch 
as well, you’ll feel like you are right there with 
him. 2 hours, 15 minutes.   
HNT-37030........................................$29.50

Mud, Snow & 
Predators DVD

Covers muskrat, raccoon, mink, coyote, and 
beaver trapping. Back To The Basics will show 
you muskrat trapping with footholds and body-
grips,pocket sets and grass wad sets for coon 
and mink, the trash mound/buried bait set for 
coyotes, castor mounds, channel sets, and snar-
ing trails for beaver.Lots of catches! Whether 
you’re a beginner or a seasoned veteran, this 
DVD is sure to improve your catch! Run Time: 
1 hr 54 minutes.   
HNT-37005........................................$29.50

Trapline Anecdotes 
Back To Basics DVD

Packed with details on skunk skinning, 
fleshing, stretching, odor removal, gland 
removal, essence extraction, storing and 
shipping essence to maximize your profits 
from reputable lure makers and dealers. 43 
Minutes
.   
HNT-37010.....................................$15.85

Skunks: The Best
Investment You Will  

Ever Make DVD
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Trapping How To Videos - DVD

In The Fur Shed DVD

Coyote Trapping
Volume 1 DVD

Coyote Trapping
Volume 2 DVD

Bobcat Trapping DVD
Ride along as Professional Trapper and biologist 
Mark June traps bobcats in the bluffs of Ne-
braska, along big rivers in Louisiana (with Terry 
Dowden), in the arid Texas desert, plus the piney 
woods of Georgia (with Rusty Johnson). Well 
known for his trapping expertise, high energy, 
and ability to catch large numbers of predators, 
Mark provides two hours of nonstop instruction 
and action packed trap line footage.
HNT-37048..........................................$39.50

Join Professional Trapper and biologist Mark June 
on his predator trap line where he explains in great 
detail what it takes to consistently catch coyotes. 
Well known for his trapping expertise, high energy, 
and ability to catch large numbers of canines, Mark 
provides hours of non-stop instructions and action 
packed trap line footage in each DVD. 2 Hours

HNT-37044..........................................$39.50

Join Professional Trapper and biologist Mark 
June on his predator trap line where he explains 
in great detail what it takes to consistently catch 
coyotes. Volume 2 dives deeper into advanced 
methods, unconventional sets, location, and 
systems that’lll catch the toughest coyotes. Two 
hours of in-depth and advanced methods that 
apply everywhere! 2 Hours
HNT-37046..........................................$39.50



Trapping How To Books

Order Online At www.flemingtraps.com

Variations Of The 
Flat Set

This 78-page book by Charles Dobbins tells 
how to make the sets that will take the canines 
that are “hole shy.” Explains a dozen and a half 
sets to take fox, bobcat, raccoon, coyotes and 
others.
HNT-36670.........................................$12.75

Predator Trapping
Theories & Techniques
146 pages packed full of the most modern, straight-
forward methods and philosophies on predator trap-
ping today. Scott catches piles of fur each season in 
his native Ohio, and his theories will put more paws 
on your pans this season! This book is really well 
put-together, with clear, crisp photos and a busload 
of highly valuable content.
HNT-36682..........................................$15.85

Raccoon Trapping 
Made Simple

The Raccoon Trapping Made Simple is a complete 
guide to long-lining raccoon. Covers all aspects 
of being an efficient long-liner; from pre-season 
work to marketing your catch. Covers the use of 
footholds, body-grips, and snares. By Kyle Kaatz. 
64 pages Paperback.   
HNT-36677..............................................$12.50

Open Water
Beaver Trapping

Get an edge on your spring beaver trapping 
season! A complete guide to trapping beaver 
in open water. Discusses the use of snares, 
footholds, and body-grippers. An in-depth 
look at beaver trapping; educated beaver, 
how beaver respond to different lures and 
situations, and much more. 56 pages.
HNT-36692............................$12.50

Land Traps Made 
Simple

Land Trapping Made Simple Book is a begin-
ners guide to trapping coyotes, fox, and dry-
land raccoon. Covers all the aspects neccessary 
to being a successful land trapper! 2nd Printing 
112 pgs.

HNT-36678......................................$12.50

Tan Your Hide
In Tan Your Hide!, Phyllis Hobson explains just 
what you need to tan your own leather and fur, 
and all the steps involved in doing it right. The 
end result is a handsome and durable homemade 
article that will last for many years. How to tan 
leather and fur at home, including old-time Indian 
tricks. Equipment, chemicals, die making, even 
patterns for leather crafts. 133 Pages 
LWN-52420.....................................$9.75

Beaver & Otter Trapping 
Techniques

Charles Dobbins’ “Beaver and Otter Trapping - 
Open Water Techniques” Book explains WHY 
each set shown works and WHY the animals are 
attracted to them. Contains many photos and il-
lustrations. 114 pages. Paperback.
HNT-36690.................................$12.75

Mink Trapping 
Techniques

Charles Dobbins’ “Mink Trapping Tech-
niques” Book tells of the mink’s habits and 
methods for taking them. Many different sets 
are discussed. Contains many pictures. 92 
pages. Paperback.   
HNT-36650....................................$12.75

Land Sets & Trapping 
Techniques

This 184-page book by Charles Dobbins de-
scribes the red/gray fox, coyote, raccoon and 
bobcat, and the land sets that will take these 
animals. Also discussed are the tools for mak-
ing these sets, electronic squeakers, freeze-
proofing and much more.#1 Selling Book  
HNT-36680............................$12.75

The Dirt Hole & 
Its Variations

This 72-page book by Charles Dobbins 
shows different types of dirt holes. Don’t 
show them the same thing everyone else 
does! Learn these sets and keep the canines 
interested.   
HNT-36660............................$12.75
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Trapping How To Books

Trapping Elusive Ones - Best Seller

Coyote Trapping With 
Mark June

Includes critical government research conducted 
on coyote behavior. 86 pages, 90 photos and 
illustrations, written in a no-nonsense factual 
manner from a biologist/pro trapper’s point of 
view. For the price of a coyote hide you get 
proven methods that took years to develop.
HNT-36684..........................................$15.00

Snares and Snaring 
Book

These seventy pages, with many illustrations, 
describe what equipment to use and how to use 
it. Also includes information regarding habits of 
animals, sets to use adn how to set snares. Read 
about the history of Thompson Snares and how 
steel wire came into use in the snaring industry. 68 
Pages. Paperback..   
HNT-36677..............................................$14.50

No Nonsense Beaver & 
Otter Trapping

Mike Marsyada’s “No Nonsense Beaver and 
Otter Trapping” Book is packed with information 
on trapping beaver and otter. In addition to equip-
ment, traps, fur handling and animal biology, 10 
different beaver sets and 5 different otter sets are 
covered in detail with lots of pictures. 65 pages.
HNT-36694........................................$12.50

Water Trapping & 
Related Sets

Mike Marsyada’s “Water Trapping and Related 
Sets” Book is a top notch water trapping book 
covering many different types of water situations 
from small streams to marshes to big water and 
the following furbearers: muskrat, mink raccoon, 
beaver, otter and fox. Great set information and 
pictures. 110 pages. Paperback.   
HNT-36695..........................................$12.50

No Nonsense Mink
Trapping

Mike Marsyada’s “No Nonsense Mink Trap-
ping” Book is 40 pages of pure mink trapping 
knowledge. 17 different types of sets are 
discussed. Many excellent photos.  

HNT-36697....................................$9.75

Trapping The Elusive 
Ones Fox, Coyote & 

Bobcat
Book is 84 pages of excellent land trapping 
information. Mike covers the usual things 
found in many trapping books -- lures/
baits, traps & equipment, prospecting, set 
locations and fur handling. Where the book 
really shines, though, is in the detailed 
coverage of 11 different fox sets, 7 different 
coyote sets and 6 different bobcat sets.   
HNT-36698................................$12.50
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This 109 page book deals with testing lures, baits 
and urines for effectiveness. It doesn’t explain 
how to make lures or baits. You will know how 
far a certain lure will bring the target animal un-
der different weather conditions and much more.   
HNT-36644......................................$12.75

Evaluations Of Lures,
Baits & Urines

An in-depth look into lure and bait formulation, 
this book provides the insight to further your 
understanding of the ingredients, preservatives, 
and processes involved with making your own 
highly effective attractants.  After reading Kel-
len’s book, you’ll have a better understanding of 
the oils, essences, musks, tinctures, glands, and 
urines available in the trapping industry today.
HNT-36642......................................$12.50

Encyclopedia Of 
Lure Making



Snares & Extension Cable

Fleming Standard Snares

Snare Extension Cables - 12 Pack

These Snare Extension Cables are constructed of 3/32” 7x7 galvanized aircraft cable.   Both 
ends have a double ferrule closed loop.

These Snare Extension Cables are designed for securing a snare or trap to a tree or post by 
looping the extension around the tree or post, feeding one end through the other looped end 
and then crimping an S-Hook or attaching a Quick Link on end. 

HNT-35980............................3 Foot...........................$22.50
HNT-35981............................6 Foot...........................$26.50

40 Hot Deals - Flemingtraps.com/hot-deals.html

Snaring is an easy and inexpensive way to trap. Snares are light weight, require less equipment and, in many situ-
ations, can be set in locations where other traps can not. Many snare sets can be made faster than other trap sets 
saving you time. Snares come with deer stop add ons, swivel ends, sure locks & support collars.

HNT-35850........1/16” x 2 Ft.........12pk...... Small Game such as mink, muskrat, rabbit................$21.45
HNT-35852........1/16” x 4 Ft.........12pk...... Small Game such as skunk, muskrat, rabbit...............$25.50
HNT-35854........1/16” x 5 Ft.........12pk...... Small Game such as skunk, muskrat, rabbit...............$26.50
HNT-35856........3/32” x 4 Ft.........12pk...... Large coon, beaver, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote..............$28.50
HNT-35858........3/32” x 5 Ft.........12pk...... Large coon, beaver, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote..............$29.50

Ketch All Animal Restraint Poles

The Ketch-All Pole is a quality-
constructed device, designed for the 
humane handling of animals while 
affording maximum protection to the 
handler. It is Used by animal han-
dlers in all 50 states and the District 
of Columbia, as well as in several 
foreign countries. Highly endorsed by 
Humane Societies, Animal Shelters, 
Zoos, Veterinarians, Police and Sheriff 
Departments, Movie Producers, etc. 
USES: To rescue and restrain both 
domestic and wild animals. It is most 
widely used on dogs - from the small-
est to the largest; however, it is used 
just as successfully on many other 
animals - in sizes from squirrels to 
cougars. It is used also on reptiles and 
mammals - including snakes, alliga-
tors, seals and sea lions. 

HNT-36405.............. 3 Foot Ketch Pole.......................$99.50
HNT-36415.............. 4 Foot Ketch Pole.....................$119.50
HNT-36425.............. 5 Foot Ketch Pole.....................$135.00
HNT-36427.............. 4-6 Foot Ketch Pole.................$155.00 
HNT-36429.............. 7-12 Foot Ketch Pole...............$215.00

Handle everything from 
coyotes and raccoons, 
to foxes and dogs with 
the Steel Catch Pole. 
At 48” long, it boasts 
a rugged steel frame 
with an ultratough steel 
cable that allows you 
to quickly and easily 
release unwanted ani-
mals. Safety lock.
 
HNT-36426...............$48.50

Catch & Release
Pole



Cable, Chain, Tools and Snaring Parts
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Snare Locks, Sleeves, Stops & Swivels

Galvanized Aircraft High Grade Cable
Trappers use Galvanized Aircraft Cable for snaring, earth anchors, drowners and extensions. The High 
Grade cable is by far the most popular cable used for snaring. 7 x 7 means there are 7 strands in the 
middle and 7 surrounding it. 

Item Code Size Cable 100 Ft. 500 Ft. 1000 Ft.
HNT-35900 1/16” Cable 7x7 $11.95 $39.95 $65.50
HNT-35906 5/64” Cable 7x7 $11.95 $39.95 $65.50
HNT-35912 3/32” Cable 7x7 $11.95 $39.95 $65.50
HNT-35918 1/8”   Cable 7x7 $16.50 $59.95 $98.50

Item Code 100 Packs 1/16” 5/64” 3/32” 1/8”
HNT-35960 Aluminum Sleeves - 100 Pk. $6.50 $7.50 $7.80 $8.75
HNT-35970 Aluminum Stops - 100 Pk. $6.50 $7.50 $7.80 $8.75
HNT-35985 Sure Lock Snare Lock - Each $0.27 $0.27 $0.27 $0.29
HNT-35989 9 Gauge Swivels - Each $0.29 $0.29 $0.29 $0.29
HNT-35990 11 Gauge Swivels - Each $0.29 $0.29 $0.29 $0.29

Sleeves

Sure Locks

Stops

Swivels

#2 Double Loop Chain

#2/0 Double Loop Chain

#2 Straight Link Chain

#2 Double Loop Chain is recommended for use 
on smaller traps when the primary target animals 
are mink and muskrat. 
HNT-35930..........Per Foot..........0-99......$0.39
HNT-35930..........Per Foot.........100 +.....$0.35

Hand Cable Cutter

Hand Swaging Tool

Bench Swaging Tool

These cutters are designed specifi-
cally for cutting aircraft cable.
HNT-35952..........................$34.00

The Hand Swag Tool is excellent for swaging alumininum 
double ferrules and aluminum stops. These swagers work 
great for fast production of snares, drowner slides, cabled 
stakes, snare extension cables, etc. 17” long, has 3 swag-
ing cavaties and is designed for use with 1/16” through 
1/8” ferrules.
HNT-35950..........................................................$105.00

For in shop one location work. Bolt to 
work bench. Multi compression jaws 
swage 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, and 1/8” 
aluminum stops and double ferrules. 
Tool is 22” long and weighs 6 pounds.
HNT-35954..........................$215.00

#2/0 Double Loop Chain is recommended for use 
on traps sizes #1 1/2 to #2 . 
HNT-35932..........Per Foot..........0-99......$0.50
HNT-35932..........Per Foot.........100 +.....$0.45

#2 Straight Link Chain is suitable for any animal 
up to and including coyote and otter. The perfect 
size for fox, coon and fisher. 
HNT-35934..........Per Foot..........0-99......$0.85
HNT-35934..........Per Foot.........100 +.....$0.72



Trapping Stakes, Anchors & Supplies

Berkshire Disposable Stakes are an excellent staking 
system for any type of ground. Use the standard stakes 
for normal ground, heavy duty for hard or frozen 
ground & softground stakes for swampy areas. Can 
be used on all sizes and types of traps, including cage 
traps, snares, and is perfect for anchoring rodent bait 
boxes in place. Has no weld that can break, can be 
reused.
HNT-36372.........Standard Stake.....................$5.95
HNT-36375.........Heavy Duty Stake.................$8.50
HNT-36377.........Softground Stake................$13.95
HNT-36373.........Standard w/ Cable.............$16.95
HNT-36376.........HD w/ Cable.......................$19.95
HNT-36378.........Softground w/ Cable..........$29.50
HNT-36379.........Stake Driver........................$12.50

Berkshire Disposable Stakes 12/pk

Stake 
With

15” Cable

Standard Heavy Duty Softground

Rebar Trapping Stakes

Rebar Stakes. Ideal for cross-staking. These 
stakes are professionally welded using 
heavy fender washers. Our welds don’t 
break ! These stakes can take real abuse. 
Dont settle for a cheap stake !

6 Pack Pricing
HNT-36366........3/8” x 18”..........$19.50
HNT-36365........1/2” x 18............$20.50
HNT-36367........1/2” x 24............$23.00
HNT-36368........3/8” x 24”..T......$21.50

12 Pack Pricing
HNT-36366........3/8” x 18”..........$29.50
HNT-36365........1/2” x 18............$35.00
HNT-36367........1/2” x 24............$38.50
HNT-36368........3/8” x 24”...T.....$34.50

Stop Shock Springs help to cushion the impact 
of an animal pulling and jumping which helps to 
prevent stake pumping. Can be used as a replace-
ment for Victor Soft Catch spring. This is NOT 
designed to be used as an in-line shock spring.
HNT-35992..................1-99......................$0.99
HNT-35992..................100+.....................$0.95

Shock Springs

Best designed shock spring on the mar-
ket. The only one of its kind. Decreases 
the shock to the animal, minimizing foot 
and shoulder injury, and keeps the stake 
from being pumped out of the ground. 
Die cut T-Bar™ with 1/4” hole to allow 
for easy hook-up. Note: Swivels shown 
in Inline example are sold separately. 
HNT-36243............1-11..............$3.50
HNT-36243.............12+..............$3.25

J.C. Connor T-Bar Shock Spring
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Chained Super Stakes 12/pk

By far the best staking system that we’ve ever used. This Staking System has 
been used from the black dirt in Minnesota, to the red clay of north Georgia, 
Louisiana, and Texas to the sugar sand of the Georgia/Florida border, south-
ern Texas, and the Carolina coast. A Fox Hollow Super Stake is attached to 
16” of #2 straight link machine chain with a mighty hook, which is welded 
shut. Just attach your trap to the last link of chain with a 6 gauge J-Hook and 
Crunch Proof Swivel and you’re good to go. When coyote trapping in black 
dirt we drive it down about 14”. In red clay we put it down about 10” and in 
sand we run it down all 16”. No more cable stubs sticking up in your trap bed. 
We have hundreds of these that have been used and reused hard for 8 seasons. 
When pulling, hook on the chain link below your swivel to avoid stressing the 
J-Hook.
This driver is heat treated and the tip will not mushroom when used by the 
hardest long liner. Works on both Original and Finned Super Stakes. Driver is 
a hair under 2 feet from tip to tip. This measurement includes the nut on top.

HNT-35943.........Super Stakes 12” Cable...................12 Pack.........$29.95
HNT-35941.........Super Stakes 16” Chain...................12 Pack.........$39.50
HNT-35942.........Finned Super Stakes 16” Chain......12 Pack.........$45.00
HNT-35944.........Heat Treated Super Stake Driver..........................$29.95

In Line Shock Spring
Best designed shock spring on the market. 
Reduces the shock to the animal, minimizing 
foot and shoulder injury, and keeps the stake 
from being pumped out of the ground. Sup-
plied with link for quick installation. 
HNT-35994...................1-11...............$3.50
HNT-35994...................12+................$3.25



Trapping Tools, Parts & Supplies
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Trap Pan Tester

Sullivan’s Trap Tester easily and accurately measures 
the pan tension on foothold traps. Graduated from 1 
pound to 4 pounds in one pound increments. Great 
Tool For Any Trapper ! 
HNT-36243................................................$16.75

An inexpensive drag made from cold-roll steel. 
Hook to your trap’s chain with our heavy #6 S-
Hooks, a split ring, or with a lap link.

HNT-37231..............Each.....................$3.50
HNT-37231..............12+........................$3.25

2 Prong Coyote Drag

2 Prong Fox Drag

Trapping Tie Wire

Double Stake Swivels make it easy for you 
to use two stakes at a set. Each Double 
Stake Swivel comes with a 6 Gauge J-Hook 
for attachment to your trap’s chain. Coyotes 
can be short chained with these units with-
out the fear of losing a hard fighting animal 
and your equipment.
HNT-36389.................1-99................$0.79
HNT-36389.................100+...............$0.69

A flat laying end-chain swivel for use with single 
rebar stakes. Won’t mud up like other swivels do. 
Will work on 3/8” or 1/2” stakes. Supplied with 
HD #6 J-hooks.
HNT-36389-1.................1-99.....................$0.79
HNT-36389-1.................100+ ...................$0.69

Flat - HD Stake Swivel

Double Stake Swivels

 This heavy-duty black wire is great for the tra-
pline. Black color blends into the background 
of your trap sets easily. 
HNT-36436.............11 Ga...................$8.75
HNT-36437.............14 Ga...................$8.75
HNT-36438.............16 Ga...................$8.75

Aluminum wire doesn’t rust, adds crucial kill-area 
to the pan, and of course keeps dirt from under 
the pan. Be sure to crease pan cover around pan to 
prevent buckling. Fits all # 1 3/4 coilsprings, most 
1 1/2 coilsprings, all #2 coilsprings, #3 Long-
springs, and the MB-450 and 550 traps. 12 Pack
HNT-36434....................#2.......................$6.50
HNT-36435....................#3.......................$6.50

Wire Screen Pan Covers

A- #1 1/2 & Blake & Lamb #1 1/2 and 
#2 coilspring traps.
B - #1.75 and #2 coilspring traps.
C-  #3 and #4 coilspring traps & #3 
softcatch coilspring trap.

HNT-36364...........................$8.50

Trappers Cap

An inexpensive drag made from cold-roll steel. 
Hook to your trap’s chain with our heavy #6 S-
Hooks, a split ring, or with a lap link.

HNT-37232..............Each.....................$3.95
HNT-37232..............12+........................$3.75

Urethane foam pads that fit under 
your trap pans. Underalls prevent 
dirt and sand from getting under 
your trap pan ensuring nothing 
blocks the pan and dog from firing. 
Quick and easy to install. Eliminates 
the need for a pan cover. 24 Pack.
HNT-37170.............A...........$6.85
HNT-37171.............B...........$6.85
HNT-37172.............C...........$6.85

UnderallsA           B           C

A - Fits #1.5 Sized Traps
B - Fits #1.75, 450 & 550 Traps
C - Fits Bridger Coil Springs

Latex Pan Covers
Latex Pan and Trap Covers are thin and flex-
ible. They keep dirt from getting under your 
trap pans, and keep water out of your traps’ 
firing parts so that they don’t freeze and stop 
working properly.
 4” x 4” - Trap sizes #1, 1.5, or 2 - 24 Pack
 5” x 5”-  Trap sizes #2, 3, or 4 - 24 Pack
HNT-36439...............4x4.....................$8.95
HNT-36440...............5x5.....................$8.95



Trapping Tools, Parts & Supplies
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25 Pack of Zinc Trap Tags comes with 
wire and tag. Write Your Own Tags.

HNT-36382.................................$3.95

Trap Tags 25/pk

Snap Hooks

The MB Crunchproof swivel was the first heavy duty swivel 
on the market, and it sets the standard! It’s unique streamlined 
shape reduces the chances of grass and debris fouling it’s opera-
tion. There is a BIG DIFFERENCE between this swivel and all 
the others! .105” Thick Swivel Body! Tempered #6 J-Hooks
HNT-36385...........................1-99...................................$0.64
HNT-36385...........................100+..................................$0.55

Quick links have infinite uses along the trapline! 
Great for attaching traps to drags and disposable 
stakes! HD 3/16” Length 1.88”
HNT-36387...........3/16”..........1-99...........$0.64
HNT-36387...........3/16”..........100+..........$0.55

Quick Links

MB Crunch Proof Swivels

A very quick attachment for snares and drowners. 
3/16” x 2” long. Great to always have on hand.

HNT-36388..........3/16”........1-99..............$0.64
HNT-36388..........3/16”.........100+............$0.55

Multi Purpose J Hooks are used as 
in-line swivels, single stake swivels 
and drowner locks. 
HNT-36381..........1-99..........$0.24
HNT-36381...........100+........$0.19

J-Hook

Zinc plated “S” hooks are great for me-
dium to heavy duty applications around 
the home that require the attachment of a 
hook-to-hook, eye-to-eye or hook-to eye. 
Great for trapping and snaring.
HNT-36383..............1-99.................$0.24
HNT-36383..............100+................$0.19

S-Hook

9 Gauge Snare Swivels
Designed for use with 1/2” rebar stakes the rectan-
gular shape provides positive swivelling action. This 
is the heavier #9 gauge wire swivel most commonly 
used on coyote snares and larger animals.
HNT-35989.........................1-99........................$0.29
HNT-35989.........................100+.......................$0.25

Heavy Duty Split Rings are strong connecting 
links that can be used without tools or welding. 
For use with stake ends, traps or snares.
HNT-35940...............1-99......................$0.49
HNT-35940...............100+.....................$0.43

Heavy Duty Split 
Rings

Drowner Locks are extra heavy duty and can be 
used with any size wire. Good for beaver, otter, 
coon and mink trapping.

HNT-36384..............1-99........................$0.42
HNT-36384..............100 +......................$0.35

This handy little bracket can be nailed to 
a tree, board, etc. or welded on a stake or 
lag bolt. When nailing to wood, just bend 
the flange down with a pliers and you have 
two holes to nail through. Dozens of uses. 
For 110,120,160, & 220 body grippers. 
Except Belisle.
HNT-35958...............1-99.............$0.69
HNT-35958...............100+............$0.49

MB Coni-Bracket
For Body Traps

Drowner Locks

KB Stabilizers are great for all sizes 
of body grip traps. These stabilizers 
are excellent for many different set 
locations: trails, bridges, culverts, 
muck bottoms, etc. Take the pain out 
of trying to find a perfect spot to set 
your Body Trap !
HNT-36363..........................$4.75
HNT-36363...........12+.........$4.50

KB Body Grip Stabilizers
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You can now easily set the MB-650 with 
your two hands. Set traps while sitting 
or standing.. Knee deep snow, mud, 
weather? No Problem. These lightweight 
tools make setting the MB-650 easy.
HNT-36263.................................$10.85

MB-650 Trap Setters

Music wire coilsprings are stronger than most 
manufacturer’s coilsprings of the same size 
and they will last much longer. Strong springs 
help prevent misses by making the trap faster. 
Fit Most Traps.
HNT-35945.............Each.................$1.39
HNT-35945.............12+....................$1.20

Music Wire Springs #1.5

This handy tool lets you apply strong 
leverage to compress springs on the 
body grip and long spring traps of all 
sizes. 24” is a self locking tool with 
handles.
HNT-36380........20”............$14.50
HNT-36380-1.....30” HD.....$17.75
HNT-36380-2.....24” HD.....$38.50

Body Trap Set Tool

The Duke safety gripper lets you make body grip 
sets easily and safely, even difficult underwater 
sets. If trap is inadvertently triggered, the body 
grip Safety Gripper grabs and holds jaws.
HNT-36362..............................................$9.75

This auger is just the ticket for land trappers wanting to 
speed up their setting time. Drills a perfectly straight and 
round hole up to 15” deep in most soil conditions. Tough-
as-nails round shaft provides a no-slip grip on any 3/8” or 
1/2” chucked electric or cordless drill.

Sharp 2” diameter auger flighting with angle tip is welded 
to sturdy bar stock round shaft and will dig into the hardest 
ground. Auger length is 15”.
HNT-37228........................2”.............................$26.50
HNT-37229........................3”.............................$27.50

Dirt Hole Auger

Safety Grip For Body Trap

Are you tired of trying to set your coil 
spring traps with just your hands. Try the 
Coil Spring Trap Setter. Handles slip over 
trap’s levers to make setting strong traps 
easy. Fits all sizes....through 4’s. Painted 
Orange so when you set them on the 
ground you can find them easily.

HNT-36262.........................$13.50

Coil Spring Trap Setters

J Hook Tool

This Heavy Duty J-Hook Tool is ideal for 
opening and closing J-Hooks.  This tool 
also works well on some styles and sizes 
of S-Hooks.

LWN-55262................................$28.50

The Standard S-Hook & Rivet Tool is 
used for opening and closing S-Hooks and 
J-Hooks!
LWN-55263........................$13.50

S Hook Tool

These cutters are designed specifi-
cally for cutting aircraft cable.
HNT-35952..........................$34.00

Hand Cable Cutter

Music Wire Springs #2
Music wire coilsprings are stronger than most 
manufacturer’s coilsprings of the same size 
and they will last much longer. Strong springs 
help prevent misses by making the trap faster. 
Fit Most Traps.
HNT-35946.............Each................$1.55
HNT-35946.............12+...................$1.45

Music wire coilsprings are stronger than most 
manufacturer’s coilsprings of the same size 
and they will last much longer. Strong springs 
help prevent misses by making the trap faster. 
Fit Most Traps.
HNT-35947.............Each................$1.65
HNT-35947.............12+...................$1.55

Music Wire Springs #3 & #4

20” & 30”                     24”
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Logwood Trap Dye Concentrate. Helps prevent rust 
and overcome trap odor. One package will dye 1 - 2 
dozen  large traps or 2 - 3 dozen smaller traps. It is 
necessary to give new traps  a light coat of rust prior 
to dyeing. It will not rub off. 
HNT-36394.................................................$5.50

Logwood Trap Dye Crystal Concentrate 8 oz. 
Helps prevent rust and overcome trap odor. One 
package will mix with 6 gallons of water will 
treat three dozen traps.
HNT-36394-1......................................$9.50

Trap Dye - Crystals

Trap Dye - Powder

Trap Wax

Blackie’s Wax-B-Gone is economical and effective in re-
moving wax, etc. from traps. It is a liquid that mixes with 
water and is faster, easier and safer than using lye or Sani-
Flush. One quart of Wax-B-Gone solution should clean 4-6 
dozen 1 1/2 coil spring traps -- depending on the condition 
of the traps.  HNT-36404................................$12.50

“In 2004 I introduced this new cold dip. It is quite 
unique in that it is capable of coating a brand new 
trap (with factory grease) a dark black color. (Mix 
1 quart of dye to one gallon of white gas or mineral 
spirits.) ...Kyle
HNT-36397..............1 Quart....................$19.50
HNT-36398..............1 Gallon...................$58.50

KBL Quick Dye

Wax-B-Gone

A high quality blend of waxes to seal 
the logwood treatment. Withstands in-
tense cold without chipping. Absolutely 
contains NO Beeswax. An ideal wax for 
fox and all types of trapping. Easy to 
follow instructions included. Size 1 lbs. 
& 5 lbs.
HNT-36390...........1 lbs.............$4.95
HNT-36392..........5 lbs...........$19.25

Sheeps Wool

Dry anti-freeze. Use a teaspoon full or two 
mixed with dirt to sift over set. Will help prevent 
freezing of your traps.

HNT-36393...................14 oz.............$5.95

Andy Stoe’s Cover Hulls are pure and odorless. 
Used the same as you’d use dirt when making 
sets. Excellent during freezing weather. Approxi-
mate weight is 22 lbs. Absolutely NO ADDI-
TIVES OR CHEMICALS.
HNT-36403...............23 lbs...................$59.50

Buckwheat Cover Hulls

Trappers Anti-Freeze

Looking for something to place your lure 
on. Natural sheep’s wool is an excellent lure 
holder, has great eye appeal, and has a smell 
of it’s own that’s very attractive to predators. 
The natural oils in wool help it stand up to 
rain and snow when used as a visual attrac-
tor. Large Bag.
HNT-36402...............................$4.35

Liquid Logwood Trap Dye Helps prevent rust 
and overcome trap odor. 9 oz. Mixes with 6 
gallons of water. Checkout our video on dye-
ing and waxing your trap online.

HNT-36395.................9 oz ................$9.50

Trap Dye - Liquid

You can make your own weatherproof dirt with 
this odorless Flake Wax. Depending on your 
soil, it will take from 1/2 lb to 3/4 lb of flake 
wax to treat one gallon of dirt. Wax is mixed 
with dirt and then heated using solar, oven or 
heat lamp heating. In the summer months, you 
can lay dry, sifted dirt out on a tarp, mix in the 
flake wax, then lay another tarp on top of the 
mix. The summer heat will melt the wax in the 
dirt. It can then be put up in buckets or totes 
until needed. No more frozen-in traps. Can also 
be used to wax traps! 10 lb bag.
HNT-36392-4................10 lbs.............$39.50

Flake Wax

Mix 1 quart of Speed Dip to 1 gallon of Coleman 
fuel or mineral spirits.Put mix the solution in a 
bucket. Dip your traps a into the solution, make 
sure they are evenly coated, remove the traps, and 
hang to dry. 
HNT-36398-1............1 Quart....................$13.50

Speed Dip Dye
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Ground Hog 3-in-1 Trapping Tool is a trowel, 
hammer and hoe all in one tool. Approximately 
20” long, weighs 3 pounds. All metal construction. 
This is the most useful trapping tool you can own. 
Perfect for digging trap beds, dirt holes and pound-
ing in trap stakes. Unique feature allows you to dig 
a perfect dirt hole.
LWN-55262...........................................$24.50

3 lb. hammer w/fiberglass handle and has a 
welded on solid steel cutting edge. The handle 
is designed to provide excellent gripping. This 
Hammer makes cutting sod for trap beds easy 
and a large head for driving stakes.
HNT-36396......................................$24.50

Sodbuster Hammer

3-1 Tool Trapping Tool

Fiber-Tuff Trappers
Packbasket With 

Lure Box

These Wooden Packbaskets are crafted from 
top quality hard woods. They have built-in 
floors and come with adjustable harnesses 
and web handles.The 20” Packbasket is 20” 
high and has a top opening of 14” x 10 1/2”. 
The 16” Packbasket is 16” high and has a 
top opening of 12” x 10”. 
HNT-36371.............20” Adult.........$79.50
HNT-36370.............16” Youth........$58.50

Trappers Packbasket
With Harness

Fiber-Tuff Packbaskets are made of 
fiberglass and are built for rugged trapping. 
These 18” high packbaskets are especially 
good for beaver trappers as the extra width 
of the Fiber-Tuff allows for the carrying of 
#330s. The Fiber-Tuff comes ready to go 
with a harness and a Lure Box.  18” high 
and have top openings of 16 1/2” x 13”. 
Lure Box 11” wide x 5” deep x 4 1/2” high.
HNT-36369................................$109.50

Lifetime Steel Sifter 
Pan

7x9 wood frame dirt sifter has a 1 / 4 mesh 
screen and features sturdy construction for long 
life and efficiency. A must have for any trapper!

HNT-36399.........................................$8.75

The Metal Sifter is excellent for land trappers 
in making land sets. This sifter is 8” x 10”.

HNT-36400....................................$9.95

Sifter Pan - Metal

Sifter Pan - Wood

This larger screen will give you a more 
natural, rougher looking pattern over your 
trap. It has the added advantage of not 
clogging, like the small mesh screens do 
in damp soils.  Constructed of heavy duty 
steel, measuring 6.5” x 8.5”. 14 gauge
HNT-36399-1......................$24.95

Trapper Trowels
A perfect tool for the trapper to make pocket sets and dirt hole sets. 
Works great in the hardest of soils. Narrow - 26” Long. 1-3/4” 
Wide: 26” Long. 2 7/8”     Water Trappers Trowel comes with a D-
handle and is 38” long. The blade is 3 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
LWN-55254.....................Standard Narrow.....................$14.25
LWN-55256.....................Standard Wide.........................$14.25
LWN-55250......................D-Handle Narrow....................$16.25
LWN-55252.....................D-Handle Wide.........................$16.25
LWN-55258.....................D-Handle Water........................$26.50

Order By Fax: 334-562-9000    See Page 35

Trappers Kneeling 
Pad

The foam rubber Trapper’s Kneeling 
Pad is 16” x 10” and really saves 
wear and tear on the knees of trap-
pers making land sets. Works great 
for gardeners also. This is a must 
have for the serious trapper.
HNT-36295...........................$9.75
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Standard Jersey Gloves great for gardening 
and home. 8 oz. 100% cotton jersey Clute-cut 
design with knit wrist for added comfort.
 
HNT-32400...................................$1.95

Brown Jersey Gloves
These 14” Waterproof Gloves have a fabric liner 
and a good gripping surface making them good 
for both land trapping and for trapping in shal-
low water.

HNT-32450.....................................$5.50

These 18” Waterproof Gloves have a fabric 
liner and a good gripping surface making 
them good for both land trapping and for trap-
ping in shallow water.

HNT-32452.....................................$9.95

Gauntlet 18” Gloves

Gauntlet 14” Gloves

The ultimate in trapping gloves. Designed 
and tested in conjunction with veteran 
trappers and commercial fishermen. 
This economically-priced, 31” rubber/
neoprene gauntlet is built to withstand 
vigorous use while keekping you warm 

and dry for the entire season. Triple dipped hand for long lasting strength. 
Reinforced thumb patch to protect against tears. 
HNT-32454....................................................................................$38.50   

Polar Paws 31” Gloves

This is a great disposable glove 
for trapping and the fur shed. 
Powder free. 
HNT-32445.................$35.00

Disposable Gloves
100/ Pack

Lined Jersey Gloves

Leather Palm Work Gloves

Fleece Lined Jersey Gloves great for gardening 
and home. 100% cotton jersey Open Cuff For 
Easy Removal. Poly Cotton Red Fleece Lined 
Jersey
HNT-32406........................................$3.99

Quality A/B Grade split cowhide leather soft to 
touch yet proven durable. Leather palm extending 
to the wrist offers additional inner-wrist protection
One-piece leather wing thumb design eliminates 
the common problem of seams being torn apart 
between the palm and thumb. Leather knuckle 
strap for extra protectiong. 
HNT-32402..............................................$4.95

Double Stitched Index Finger For Strength. 
Durable Brown Split Leather. Keystone 
Thumb For Maximum Mobility. Offers 
Good Abrasion Resistance. Leather Grade: 
Standard. 
HNT-32420....................................$9.95

Grain Cowhide Leather 
Drivers Gloves

Premium Deer Skin Gloves
Once you put on the Premium Deerskin Glove you will 
never want another glove again. This glove has been 
tested with extra sharp Gaucho Barbwire and it has 
performed great. Excellent sensitivity and softness with 
a keyston thumb for comfort and mobility. Durable palm 
patch makes a great glove for fencing. 
HNT-32424.................L or XL.................$26.50

Insulated Split Deerskin 
Leather Driver Glove

Double Stitched Index Finger For Strength. 
Excellent Sensitivity And Softness. High Ten-
sile Strength. Insulated For Extreme Warmth 
And Comfort. Split Deerskin. Leather Grade: 
Premium. 
HNT-32414...................................$19.50
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Fleming Traps Hat. Pre-curved visor with mesh 
back. Snap back closure. One Size Fits All. 
This new hat has been changed to a better qual-
ity hat that you will be pleased with. Richard-
son Model 112.
HNT-32215................Hat...................$15.50
HNT-32285................Beanie..............$15.50

Heather/Navy Charcoal/Navy Navy/White Navy/Charcoal Digital/Charcoal Navy

Heather/AmberLoden/BlackOlive/Tan Cardinal/Tan

Charcoal/White Heather/Black Heather/Maroon Heather/Navy Brown/Khaki Olive/Tan

Camo/Buck Woodland/Black

Orange Black Olive Green Charcoal Grey

Charcoal/WhiteKhaki/CoffeeCharcoal/Orange Camo/Black Olive/Tan Brown/Khaki

Max/BrownDesert/BrownBreak Up/Black Obession/Tan Highland/Buck Woodland/Black
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Plastic Tail Stripper

Winklers Tail Zipper makes slitting tails fast, 
easy, safe and simple. High visibility plastic 
body.

HNT-37100..................................$3.90

This Standard Metal Tail Stripper make removing 
tail bones easy. After skinning part way up the tail, 
simply insert tail bone into the tail stripper, close, 
and pull with both hands in opposite directions.

HNT-37105..............................................$3.90

Metal Tail Stripper

Winklers Tail Zipper

This Standard Plastic Tail Stripper make 
removing tail bones easy. After skinning 
part way up the tail, simply insert tail bone 
into the tail stripper, close, and pull with 
both hands in opposite directions.
HNT-37110.................................$3.90

Indian Tan Fur Tanning

Trapper’s Hide Tanning Formula allows easy 
home tanning of all fur skins and deer hides. It 
produces a soft, supple Indian-style tan in 5-7 
days, and is pre-mixed and ready to use.

HNT-37155...................8 oz...............$12.50

Dixietan Paste is a good, general purpose preservative 
and tanning solution that provides an easy and conve-
nient method to properly preserve skins for mounting 
and to tan or just preserve them for display. Works 
well on skins of all sizes from weasel to deer. A dry 
instant mix which requires only the addition of water. 
1 lb. will tan two medium sized fur skins or one deer 
hide.HNT-37160...............1 lb......................$8.50

Dixietan Paste

Hide Tanning Formula

Johnny Thorpe’s Indian Tan Concentrate 
makes three gallons of tanning “liquor” 
which can be used again and again. When 
used as per the instructions produces a soft, 
tough, Indian style tan. Tans all types of 
furs up to mountain lion and wolf. 
HNT-37150...................................$12.50

8” Fleshing Beam

Winkler’s Gambrel. Improved version - now 
comes with 2 chains on the top for more stability. 
This is the most universal and best skinning gam-
brel on the market. It will securely hold animals 
feet and help prevent pulling off while skinning.
HNT-37255...........................................$12.75

This 8” Skinning Gambrel is a good, basic skin-
ning gambrel.

HNT-37256.......................................$5.85

8” Skinning Gambrel

Chain Gambrel

Fleshing Beams have a slightly curved 
fleshing surface to work well with the 
curve of two handled fleshing knives 
and the ends are shaped to a comfort-
able working point. Grade “A” Quality. 
Works for coon, badger, beaver, fox & 
coyote. 8” x 48”.
HNT-37271............................$85.00

Duke Heavy Duty Wire Stretcher #4 Raccoon 
and Fox (6 Pack) These heavy duty wire stretch-
ers are 41”X 10” and are made for stretching 
Raccoon and Fox.
HNT-37260.................12/Pack..........$105.00

Wire Fur Stretchers

Duke Heavy Duty Wire Stretcher #5 Raccoon 
and Fox (6 Pack) These heavy duty wire stretch-
ers are 48”X 10” and are made for stretching 
Raccoon and Fox.
HNT-37261.................12/Pack...........$120.00

Duke Heavy Duty Wire Stretcher #6 Coyote and 
Bobcat (6 Pack) These heavy duty wire stretch-
ers are 59”X 12” and are made for stretching 
Raccoon and Fox.
HNT-37262.................12/Pack...........$139.50

#4 Stretchers

#5 Stretchers

#6 Stretchers

Call Us To Order: 1-800-624-4493
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Dexter Beaver Knife

Polypropylene handle designed to be 
durable and comfortable. Blades are made 
from 440 stainless for a razor sharp edge. 
Excellent skinner.

HNT-37236..................................$12.50

Standard Skinning Knife

The Dexter-Russell 4 1/2” Beaver Skinning 
Knife is the trapping industry standard 
knife used for skinning beaver. The blade is 
high-carbon steel, and the handle is made 
of beech wood. This knife is also often 
used as a fleshing tool.
HNT-37238...............................$17.75

Fur Grooming Comb

The Fleshing Tool has a curved blade that is 2” 
x 3”, four cutting edges and an overall length 
of 8”. The four cutting edges can be sharpened 
differently so that the same tool can be used for 
different fleshing tasks. 
HNT-37218............................................$8.50

The Fur Grooming Brush penetrates the fur 
making it glossy, clean, and even. These Fur 
Grooming Brushes are designed as a final touch 
to remove those loose hairs and to make that fur 
shine. A must have for the fur shed !
HNT-37200......................................$7.50

Fur Grooming Brush

Fleshing Tool

The Fur Grooming Comb is a great tool for 
removing, burs, dirt, dried blood, etc. from 
fur. The finer teeth and rugged build make 
this an excellent fur grooming comb. A 
must have for the fur shed !
HNT-37205...................................$11.75

Disposable Gloves
100/ Pack

The Bolen Triangle Blade Skinning Knife is an 
excellent first cut knife for use on all animals. 
The blade is high-carbon steel. The handle is 
non-slip. Awesome knife. I use one myself.

HNT-37235.......................................$16.75

Durable and high quality this apron is great for 
use while skinning or fleshing. This apron will 
keep you clean while skinning or fleshing.
HNT-37250...............Standard.............$11.95
HNT-37252.............HD Beaver............$23.50

Skinning Apron

Bolen Skinning Knife

This is a great disposable glove for trap-
ping and the fur shed. Powder free. 
HNT-32445.........100pk.......$32.00

Professional Fleshing Knives

8”. Two-handled knife for small hides. Works good on mink and muskrats.
12”. Two-handled knife for medium hides. Works good on raccoon and fox.
16”. Two-handled knife for small hides. Works good on coyote, bobcat and coon.
HNT-37220....................................8”...............................................$15.50
HNT-37222...................................12”.............................................$20.50
HNT-37226...................................16”.............................................$29.50
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12”. Two-handled knife for medium hides. Works good on raccoon and fox.
16”. Two-handled knife for small hides. Works good on coyote, bobcat and coon.
This high quality double edged fleshing knife comes with wood handles and a 
factory sharpened blade. USA MADE!
HNT-37210...................................12”.............................................$49.50
HNT-37211...................................16”.............................................$88.50

Green English Fleshing Knives

AuSable Brand “Superior” Double Edged, Two Handled Fleshing Knife - Our 2 
handled knife has a 13” blade with one edge sharper than the other for fleshing 
your animals. The blade is curved to prevent pelt damage and expedite fleshing. 
It features textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean, polypropylene handles and an 
impervious blade-to-handle seal provides the utmost in carbon steel. They are 
individually ground and honed. Made in USA!
HNT-37227...................................13”.............................................$89.50

Ausable Superior Fleshing Knife
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Uncle Henry Staglon Hunting Knife
Schrade Knives - Uncle Henry Golden Spike 
Fixed Blade Knife with Imitation Stag Handles: 
Model SCH-153UH. 9 1/2” overall. 5” stainless 
blade. Imitation stag handle with brass finger 
guard and pommel. Brown leather belt sheath 
with pocket for sharpening stone, stone included.
HNT-31113.............................................$35.50

Uncle Henry Fish Fillet Knife
The Schrade Cutlery® Uncle Henry’s 
Steelhead Fillet Knife is a fillet blade that 
works with your specifications, this Schrade 
Cutlery® Uncle Henry’s Steelhead Fillet Knife 
is a cut above the rest. Blade Length: 7.5 Inch 
* Overall Length: 12 Inch
HNT-31115.................................. $26.50

Uncle Henry Pro Hunter Full Tang 
Fixed Blade Knife

Uncle Henry Pro Hunter Full Tang 
Fixed Blade Knife, 7Cr17 High Carbon 
Stainless Steel Drop Point Blade, Sta-
glon Handle Slabs with Nickel Silver 
Guard, Lanyard Hole, Brown Leather 
Lanyard. Blade Length: 3.58 inch (9.09 
cm) Handle Length: 4.61 inch (11.71 
cm) Overall Length: 8.12 inch (20.62 
cm) 
HNT-31034.......................... $35.50

Uncle Henry Stag Horn Gut Hook Skinner

Uncle Henry Skinning Knife

Uncle Henry Gut Hook Knife

Uncle Henry® Full Tang Guthook Fixed 
Blade Knife, 7Cr17MoV High Carbon 
Stainless Steel Blade, Staglon Handle 
Slabs, Brass Guard, Lanyard Hole, 
Premium Leather Belt Sheath.Overall 
Length: 9.1” Handle Length: 4.78” Blade 
Length: 4.3” Overall Weight: 7.80 oz  
HNT 31031..............................$38.50

Bubba Blade - Proteus Ulu Knife

The Bubba Proteus™ Ulu Knife 
brings a unique and versatile blade to 
the Bubba family that allows you to 
cut like a pro. From its roots of Native 
Alaska, the Proteus Ulu Knife allows 
users to experience a whole new style 
of cutting. Using a natural rocking 
motion, the Proteus Ulu Knife’s 

curved blade makes it easy to cut through fish, vegetables, pizza, or 
whatever else you may have on your dinner menu. 
HNT-31082..............................................................................$28.50

Uncle Henry Elk Hunter Full Tang 
Fixed Blade, 7Cr17MoV High 
Carbon Stainless Steel Skinning 
Blade, Staglon Handle with Brass 
Guard, Premium Brown Leather 
Belt Sheath.

Blade Length: 4.62 inch 11.73cm) 
Handle Length: 4.49 inch (11.40cm) 
Overall Length: 9.11 inch 
(23.14cm).
HNT-31030.......................$35.50

Bubba Blade - 7” Fillet Knife
This non-stick Teflon coated blade 
gives filleting a whole new feel. With 
its razor-sharp blade, anyone can fillet 
a fish. If it’s your first time filleting a 
fish or your thousandth time, this knife 
will make filleting a piece of cake. Its 
smooth, clean-cut is ideal for Flounder 
or Lake Trout and a necessity for all 
your fishing trips.
HNT-31078.......................... $53.50

Old Timer Copperhead Gut Hook

High Carbon Stainless Steel Gut 
Hook Blade, Snake Skin Rubber 
Handle with Thumb Ramp Jimping, 
Finger Guard, and Lanyard Hole, 
with Nylon Belt Sheath Blade 
Length: 3.67 inch, Handle Length: 
4.40 inch, Overall Length: 8.05 inch. 
HNT 31112......................$29.50

The Uncle Henry 2201 Skinner fixed blade 
knife features a D2 steel blade and is well 
suited for skinning. The Stag Horn handles add 
a touch of class to this classic hunting knife. 
With a brass pin and brass lanyard grommet 
this knife has a rugged look and stylish accents 
but that doesn’t mean its a shelf piece, this 
knife is ready for work! The brown leather belt 
sheath is heavy built to secure your knife when 
the going gets rough. Overall Length: 7.50”. 
HNT 31039.........................................$59.50
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Bubba Blade - 5” Lucky Lew Folding Knife

5-inch Teflon coated and titanium bonded 
and secure lock-back design keeps it safe and 
user-friendly. It has a 1.5-inch serrated cutting 
edge and its 6-inch famous red non-slip-grip 
handle. This full tang constructed knife is 
excellent for your everyday fishing trips. 
HNT-31077................................ $42.00

Uncle Henry 8” 
Tri-Hone Set

Uncle Henry 8” Tri-Hone Set, 
Coarse Stone, Medium Stone, Fine 
Stone, Wood Base, 1 oz. Bottle of 
Premium Honing Oil.

HNT-31042...................$65.00

Schrade Tough Tool 
With Sheath

Bubba Blade - 7” Flex Folding Knife

Multi tool features Teflon coated 
stainless steel tools and handle - 
Includes nylon sheath - 4 7/8” closed 
- 7” overall. 
HNT-31147........................... $23.50

Machete
Schrade Full Tang Machete, 3Cr13 Stain-
less Steel Blade, TPR Handle, Lanyard 
Hole, and Polyester Belt Sheath. Blade 
Length:14.85 inch, Handle Length: 5.97 
inch, Overall Length: 20.90 inch,  Weight: 
0.94 lb.
HNT-31020....................................$28.50

Unfold perfection with our 7” Tapered Flex 
Folding Knife. Derived from our iconic 7” 
Tapered Flex, the NEW 7” Tapered Flex Fold-
ing Knife is designed for anglers who live a life-
style of adventure and require a highly portable 
folding fillet knife that is built to last a lifetime 
while being versatile enough to handle any salt 
or freshwater fish.
HNT-31076.........................................$52.50

Uncle Henry Signature Premium Stockman 
Pocket Knife with Delrin Stag Handles: Model 
SCH-897UH. 3 1/2” closed. Stainless turkish 
clip, sheepsfoot and pen blades. Delrin stag 
handles with nickel silver bolsters and Uncle 
Henry inlay shield. 
HNT-31114......................................... $24.50

Old Timer Guthook Skinner 
With Sheath

Old Timer Knife is the Guthook 
Skinner Old Timer Knife that fea-
tures a 3 3/4” guthook fixed blade 
made of stainless steel. A genuine 
leather sheath is included. The 
Guthook Skinner Old Timer Knife 
has an overall length of 7 1/4”. 
HNT-31044......................$28.50

Uncle Henry Pocket Knife

Schrade Full Tang 
Hatchet - SCAXE10

Schrade Hatchet and 
Machete Combo

Schrade® Full Tang Hatchet, Powder Coated 
3Cr13 Stainless Steel Head with Hammer Pommel, 
Black TPR Rubber Wrapped Handle with Lanyard, 
Thermoplastic Belt SheathOverall Length: 11.08” 
Handle Length: 5.91” Blade Length: 3.55” Overall 
Weight: 21.90 oz Steel: 3Cr13 Stainless Steel 
Handle Material: TPR Rubber. 
HNT-31023......................................... $32.00

For hunting, camping and outdoor chores, the 
Schrade Hatchet and Machete Combo will 
get the job done right. Chop firewood, clear 
shooting lanes, make weenie sticks and more. 
Hatchet - Blade Length: 3.6″ - Overall Length: 
11.1″ - Overall Weight: 1lb 5.9oz Machete 
- Blade Length: 8.5″ - Overall Length: 14.6″ - 
Overall Weight: 12.0 oz.. 
HNT-31027.................................... $38.50

Schrade Axe

Schrade Axe, Titanium Coated 3Cr13 
Stainless Steel Head with Hammer Pom-
mel, Black Glass Fiber Filled PA Handle 
with 12.5” Folding Saw Stored in Handle, 
and Polyester Belt Sheath. 

HNT-31022................................ $55.00
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Bird & Buck Seat features a 500 Denier Cordura 
covered foam padding, 360 degree swivel and a 
thick foam cooler inside. Size: 31” Tall with a seat 
of 11” x 12”. Adjustable shoulder strap included. 
  
HNT-31150...........................................$62.00

Hunting Seat Deluxe with 
Backrest

The acorn brown super H.D. 5 gal. Bucket 
features a removable foam liner, tough polyester 
twill covered 1” thick foam padding and no noise 
swivel seat. 
 
HNT-31152..................................... $35.40
HNT-31154.........Pad Only..............$13.70

Hunting Seat Bucket with 
Swivel Seat

Scrusher Boot 
Cleaner With Stand

Order a Scrusher today and see the outdoors 
the way it was meant to be seen - from 
your window. The entire family can use the 
Scrusher to remove dirt, mud and slush from 
their sneakers, shoes and boots.
LWN-54380....................................$31.50

Scrusher Boot Cleaner

The entire family can use the Scrusher 
to remove dirt, mud and slush from 
their sneakers, shoes and boots. Deluxe 
Model comes with steel stand.
LWN-54385............................$52.95

The 16” PVC Rain Boot is perfect for any out-
door activity in the wet. Completely water proof. 
Sizes 9 - 12
HNT-36394.........................................$31.50

16” Rubber Boots

T Post Wildlife Feeder

The Buckeye™ has everything a hungry 
deer could want. 3 sturdy 2” diam. legs 
each hold a separate feeding station with 
drain holes to keep the feed fresh longer. 
The stations are gravity fed, so there’s no 
moving parts to break down, or battery 
to run out of power. You can use it year 
round, worry-free! The 200-lb. Hopper has 
a removable lid for convenient feeding, 
and accepts all types of seed. Versatile 
installation, some assembly required. 

HNT-34198........30 Gal........ $215.00

On Time’s Multimount Post Gravity Feeder offers an 
easy-to-fill option for getting wildlife the nutrients they 
need. This feeder holds up to 80 lbs. of feed that is 
gravity fed into the covered downspout. Steel mounting 
bracket makes mounting to a 7-ft. T-post easy, while 
the concave design makes mounting to a tree a breeze 
using a ratchet strap (not included). Durable UV- and 
impact-resistant polyethylene hopper.
Capacity: 80 lbs. 36”H x 12”W x 10”D. Wt: 12 lbs.. 
HNT-34192........................................ $95.00

30 Gallon Buckeye
Gravity Feeder

The On Time Lifetime feeder has a 24 hour quartz 
clock and has 1 to 12 feed times per day. This feeder 
comes with a high speed DC Motor, water tight con-
struction, aluminum spin plate and telescopic funnel. 
Operates in extreme weather conditions -60F to +120F. 
Motor run time is adjustable from 1 to 12 seconds and 
operates on 11 AA Alkaline batteries.  ** Feeder has a 
Lifetime Warranty** 
HNT-34100.................Timer Only............... $119.50
HNT-34100............Timer w/ Tripod............ $235.00
HNT-34100............Timer w/ Hanger........... $199.50

Lifetime Feeder Timer

The On-Time digital timer features an LCD display for easy 
programing that operates on 11AA batteries(not included). 
Up to 8 feeding times a day with run time of up to 30 sec. 
Three selectable motor speeds lets you adjust feed distances. 
Timer features waterproof timer and screen. This feeder 
comes with a high speed DC Motor, water tight construc-
tion, aluminum spin plate and telescopic funnel. Operates in 
extreme weather -60F to +120F. Deflector Plate Included. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY.
HNT-34120...............Battery Timer Only...........$135.00
HNT-34126................Solar Timer Only..............$174.50
HNT-34120................Battery w/ Tripod.............$275.00
HNT-34126................Solar w/ Tripod.................$305.00

Lifetime Digital Elite Timer



Fish Feeders & Emergency Food Supplies

2 servings per day for 1 adults for 4 weeks or 4 
adults for 1 week. Breakfast and Entree. Real 
Food All the Time. Also, great for Hunting, 
Camping, Hiking -Simple, just add boiling 
water directly into Pouch (no cook). 
EQP-01420....................................$115.00

56 Serving Grab & Go 
Bucket

55More Survival Kits @ www.flemingtraps.com

On Time Automatic Fish Feeder

If attracting fish or maintaining a healthy pond stock is what you 
are needing, then On Time® offers the perfect setup with our Fish 
Feeder Combos. The Fish Feeder Combo comes ready to install 
with a 150-lb. Capacity hopper, a steel attachment band with welded 
brackets and the feeder of your choice. These units are specially 
designed to dispense round and cylindrical fish food, which is ideal 
for maintaining catfish, bream and other varieties of fish. LIFETIME 
WARRANTY  By Manufacturer ( On Time Feeders)
 Made in the USA 

Lifetime Fish Feeder Timer..................................$149.50

Lifetime Digital Fish Feeder Timer......................$157.50

Lifetime Digital Solar Fish Feeder Timer............$199.50

Lifetime Timer Combo.........................................$275.00

Lifetime Digital Solar Combo..............................$350.00

Snare Survival Kits

This Emergency Survival Snare Kit includes 4 small 
animal snares and 2 large animal snares. Kit also includes 
14 Gauge Tie Wire. Great lightweight item to have in your 
bug out pack.
HNT-35870...........................................................$13.50

This Emergency Survival Snare Kit includes 8 small 
animal snares and 4 large animal snares. Kit also includes 
14 Gauge Tie Wire & Snare and Snaring Book. Great 
lightweight item to have in your bug out pack.
HNT-35872...........................................................$32.00

Snare Survival Kit - Standard

Snare Survival Kit - Deluxe

Deluxe Kit Shown

Extended Shelf Life - Up to 25 years. 
Quick Cook - Add water and ready to eat 
in 12 to 15 minutes Real Food All the 
Time. Also, great for Hunting, Camping, 
Hiking -Simple, just add boiling water 
directly into Pouch (no cook). 
EQP-01410.................................$64.95

52 Serving Prepper Pack
Meal Kit

Our best selling meals all packed into one. 
Includes six entrees and one breakfast (2 serv-
ings per pouch) for a total of 14 servings. Real 
Food All the Time . Also, great for Hunting, 
Camping, Hiking -Simple, just add boiling 
water directly into Pouch (no cook). 
EQP-01400....................................$45.50

Wise Camping Favorites



Pest Control
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Clothes Moth Trap
 Our clothes moth traps offer an economical and 
convenient natural pest control solution to moths 
damaging your furniture and clothing. Our clothes 
moth traps lasts up to 12 weeks as they trap adult 
moths. 2 Traps    LWN-53480....................$6.95

The whitetail deer is the target animal of Shake Away’s 
flagship product, coyote urine granules (also great for elk, 
armadillos, javelina, wild boar, or feral pigs).
LWN-53540.........28.5 oz...................$14.50
LWN-53548.........5 lbs.......................$29.50

This formula is incredibly effective in repelling domestic and 
feral cats. Applying these granules will quickly re-direct cats to 
change their territorial travels and stop using your flower beds 
and gardens as their litter box. 100-Percent organic.
LWN-53546.................28.5 oz...................$14.50
LWN-53554.................5 lbs.......................$29.50

Coyote/Fox Urine Granules

This single pack of pantry moth traps (2 traps total) 
offers an economical and convenient natural pest 
control solution to moths flying around your pantry. 
Effective moth control starts and ends with the Saf-
er® Brand.  LWN-53481.......................$6.95

Pantry Pest Trap

Victor® Fly Ribbon is the #1 fly ribbon on 
the market! Consumers appreciate its ability 
to control flies, mosquitoes and other flying 
insects without the use of poisons or vapors. 
And to top it off, it’s a no mess, no fuss fly 
trap (no baiting needed!).
LWN-53465............................$2.95

Victor Fly Ribbon 4 Pack

Victor Fly Trap With Bait
The patented non-poisonous bait in the Vic-
tor® Fly Trap With Bait is the most effective 
on the market! It attracts and traps the flies so 
you can easily dispose of them. So convenient 
and easy to use, the Victor® Fly Trap With 
Bait includes a pint size plastic jar with lid and 
the bait. 
LWN-53450..............................$9.50

Victor Fly Magnet 
Disposable Bag Trap

Hang our Victor® Poison-Free® Fly Magnet® 
Disposable Fly Traps around the perimeter of your 
property to keep your flying insect problems away 
from your home and outdoor living area. This bag 
trap is easy to use - just add water and hang, then 
when full, just snap top onto trap to seal and place 
in trash. 
LWN-53452....................................$6.50

Flea & Tick  Lawn 
Killer Concentrate

Bengal Lawn Flea & Tick Killer is used to treat 
broad areas of the lawn and yard. Use in pump 
sprayer or hose end sprayer. Kills ticks and deer 
ticks that may carry Lyme Disease. Kills over 
110 insects.  Controls stinkbugs. Treats up to 
8,000 sq. ft. Makes up to 16 Gallons.
LWN-53182.........................................$9.80

Full Season Flea Killer Plus
Bengal Full Season Flea Killer Plus should be sprayed on pet 
bedding, upholstery and carpets where the pests are likely to 
be concentrated the most. Spray your pet bedding, upholstery 
& carpet. 3 stage flea killer (eggs, larvae, adults) Contains NY-
LAR® to break the life cycle of the flea. Kills ticks. Sprays up-
right or upside down. Continuous flea protection for 7 months.  
LWN-53124.............................................................$9.50

 Kills hard-to-see bed bug eggs.  Will not stain 
water-safe surfaces.  Neutralizes pet odors. Continu-
ous flea protection for 210 days. Contains NYLAR® 
to break the life cycle of the flea. 17.5 oz Can. 
LWN-53185............................................$9.50

Bed Bug & Flea Killer

Rodent Repellent Granules

Coyote Urine Granules

Fox Urine Granules
The cottontail rabbit is one of the target animals for Shake 
Away’s selling product, fox urine granules (also great for 
deterring groundhogs and possums).
LWN-53140.........28.5 oz...................$14.50
LWN-53150.........5 lbs.......................$29.50

The most effective and easy-to-use rodent repellent in 
the industry today. This non-toxic formula dismisses the 
concern of having dead animals scattered inside walls or 
in attics, as mice will simply avoid the treated area.
LWN-53144.........28.5 oz...................$14.50
LWN-53152.........5 lbs.......................$29.50
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Kills wasps, hornet and yellow jackets with a 
quick knockdown jet blast of 22 feet. Non-con-
ductive up to 57,000 volts.  14 and 18 oz Cans.

LWN-53102.........Killer 14 oz......... $8.50
LWN-53100.........Foam 18 oz......... $8.50

Wasp & Hornet Killer

Crawling Insect Killer

Critter Ridder Deer and 
Rabbit Repellent

Dual Detterent System provides both odor and taste 
barriers to repel deer, rabbits and squirrels. EPA 
registered for use on plants, bulbs, flowers, trees and 
food crops. One application last 2 - 3 months. 
LWN-53192...............32 oz................ $13.50

Residual action keeps working for up to 6 weeks.  
Fast killing.  Kills on contact.  Water-based for-
mula. 17 oz Can. 
LWN-53112...........................................$8.50

Critter Ridder Animal
Repellent

Mole & Gopher Bait
Fast acting, Neogen Prozap Mole and Gopher Pelleted Bait is a 
powerful acute rodenticide. Formulated with a blend of processed 
grains makes Neogen Prozap Mole and Gopher Pelleted Bait 
highly appealing to rodents. Rapid and economical control of large 
infestations of mice or rats in and around livestock and poultry 
buildings; gophers can also be effectively controlled with direct 
burrow application. LWN-53490........................................9.95

Ultra Dust 2X Fire Ant 
Killer 24 oz.

Kills the queen. • Kills fire ants on contact • Kills the 
fire ant mound overnight. • Kills the insects for up to 
8 months. • Faster acting than bait products. • Does 
not clump or absorb moisture. • Also use on roses and 
ornamental plants. 
LWN-53160..................................................$12.50

 Penetrates deeper to kill more bugs. Controls 
heavy infestations. Dry fog.  Kills roaches, fleas, 
ticks, ants, spiders, crickets & other insects. No 
odor, no mess. 3 cans treat up to 18,000 cu. ft.
LWN-53109...........................................$9.85

Roach & Flea Fogger

Bengal Roach Spray provides a dry spray that penetrates 
deep into cracks and crevices to kill roaches where they hide. 
Prevents reinfestation of cockroaches for up to 6 months. Kills 
roaches, ants, mosquitoes & spiders. Dry spray carries the 
killing ingredient to the roaches. Flushes and kills. GOLD uses 
IGR to break the life cycle by sterilizing adult cockroaches - 
makes them unable to reproduce. 12/Case
LWN-53110.................16 oz................................$13.50
LWN-53108.................11 oz GOLD...................$10.95

Roach Spray

Granules. Repels Skunks, Groundhogs, Squir-
rels, Raccoons, Dogs, and Cats. One application 
lasts 30 days. Dual pop-open top for shaking or 
spooning.
LWN 53195...............2.2 lbs...............$17.90

Insecticide Concentrate
Kills pests on indoor & outdoor surfaces (over 30 types of 
insects). Mixes with water.  Makes up to 2 gallons. Great 
For around the Farm. Kills fleas & ticks which may carry 
Lyme Disease. 
LWN-53488.......................................................$7.75

Flying Insect Killer

Kills flying insects indoors and outdoors. Kills 
flies, mosquitoes, gnats and many other insects. 16 
oz Can. 
LWN-53104..........................................$8.50

Yard & Patio Fogger
Kills for 24 hours.  Keeps killing as insects land on 
treated surfaces. Treat screens, outdoor furniture, 
bushes & other surfaces where  insects may land.  
Prevents spiders from building webs for up to 30 
days. Kills scorpions.  17 oz.
LWN-53105............................................$9.80

Mole-Out
This product is made of natural ingredients that provide 
effective mole control for lawns, cemeteries, golf cours-
es, playgrounds and more! Mole Out coats the mole’s 
food sources with natural oils, which upset the mole�s 
stomach, making them leave the area, conditioning them 
not to come back.
LWN-53485.......................5 lbs .........................11.95
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Step 1. Dig a hole about 4 inches in diameter and 8 inches deep at a 45- degree angle. If possible, dig 
under a small bunch of grass that can serve as a backing. A dried cow chip, coyote droppings, bone 
or small piece of rotten wood can be used for a backing if grass is not available. 

Step 2. Place the trap 2 to 3 inches from the hole to figure out how large to dig the trap’s bed. Set the 
trap aside, and dig another hole an inch or so below the level of the ground and wide enough for the 
trap and stakes. Level and smooth the trap bed.

Step 3. After placing the trap in the freshly dug hole, secure it by driving a stake through the attach-
ment on the swivel. For the stake, use a 1/2 re-enforcing rod stake at least 24 inches long with a nut 
or washer welded to the top end. If the ground is rocky, it may be difficult to drive the stake into the 
ground. If so, substitute two 18-inch re-enforcing rod stakes and drive them in the ground at 45-de-
gree angles with a Double Stake Swivel. This also works well with wet or loose soil.

The Dirt Hole Set

Step 9. Use at least two coyote trapping lures / baits in the dirt hole. Place 
a ball of sheep wool in the bottom of the hole and pour the lures on it, 
or pour the lures directly on the bottom of the hole. After the lures are 
applied, roll up a wad of dried grass and place it in the hole. Then place 
coyote gland lure, coyote urine or red fox urine on the backing. Coyote 
droppings can be used along with the gland lure or urine. If two or more 
dirt-hole sets are made in a close area, use a different combination of lures 
at each set to give each trap set a different smell.

Step 10. The finished dirt-hole set should look like an animal has dug a 
hole and strung the dirt back in the process. The dirt-hole set is effective 
partly because of its visual appeal. It also works well in areas with some 
grassy cover where other types of sets would be less obvious. Coyotes are 
attracted to bare dirt or mounds of dirt like gopher mounds, mole hills and 
badger dens. The addition of extra dirt in a trap-set location can make the 
set more attractive.

Cross Section Of Dirt Hole
With Double Stake

Backing

Step 4. Once the stakes are driven into the ground, place enough loose soil to bed the trap and firmly twist it into the dirt. The trap should be about an inch below 
the level of the ground. Once the trap is bedded in the hole, install a pan cover to keep the dirt away from the springs. Pan covers should be porous so that mois-
ture, but not dirt, passes through. Wire, Denium or other cloth materials and fiberglass screen work well. They should be clean and free of odors. Cut the cover to 
fit under the jaws and over the pan of the trap. A trap with a 6-inch jaw spread requires a pan cover that is 6 inches wide and 8 or 9 inches long. In one end, cut a 
slit for the trigger mechanism.

Step 5. Pack loose soil around the trap and over the ends of the pan cover that extend out from the jaws of the trap. Pack the soil firmly all around the outside 
of the trap to bed the trap securely. This keeps the trap from tipping if the coyote steps on the soil outside the trap. If the soil dug from the hole is too wet or too 
coarse to use, find drier soil along protected cutbanks, under fallen logs or hay bales, or in buildings with dirt floors.

Step 6. Once the trap is firmly bedded and the pan cover installed, sift 1/4 to 1/2 inch of dry dirt over the trap. Use a wood or metal sifter pan to screen out all 
coarse dirt, rocks and other debris from the trap covering. The trap will work smoothly through the sifted-dirt covering.

Step 7. To make a place for the coyote to step as it approaches to investigate the lure, create a saucer-like depression in the dirt over the trap. The depression 
should be sloped slightly toward the opening of the dirt hole. Arrange small pebbles or clods of dirt carefully around the trap to guide the coyote into the trap, but 
be careful that pebbles or clods are not in the way of the trap jaws. Because coyotes like to step on smooth soil, this arrangement of pebbles or clods in conjunc-
tion with the saucer-like depression over the trap will do more to guide a coyote to step into the trap than will actual placement of the trap in relation to the dirt 
hole or lure.

Step 8. The last step in making the dirt-hole set is to add bait, lure or scent. The combination of two or more coyote lures in the hole make the set more appealing 
to a coyote and is more effective than using just one. Tainted meat bait, such as the flesh of beaver, bobcat, cattle or skunk, is a popular lure used in a dirt hole, 
but they deteriorate in hot weather. Many trappers use commercially available lures, which are more convenient and less messy than meat bait. 

Bait Stake

Trap

Hole 6” - 8” Deep
3” - 4” WideLure
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Snaring Tips

Some of the most common flat sets are called “post sets” or “marker sets”. Fox and coyote 
are territorial animals and will lay claim to areas. If another animal comes into the area then 
they will chase them out of their territory. These animals will mark their territory by urinat-
ing on objects along there travel way. They will also leave dropping at the outer boundries 
of there territory. Some examples of good areas for post sets are old farm roadways and 
trails.

For trap bedding instructions please see page 38 that reference the Dirt Hole Set. When 
bedding for a coyote remember to put the trap bed 4-7 inches farther back than that of the 
fox. You will want to make sure you blend your set with things in your areas like grass clip-
ping. Remember fox generally will run in pairs so having two good sets in a location double 
your chances of a catch.

Trap

Stake

Flat Set or Urined Post Set

Bend In CableSlide Lock

Support Wire

Snares designed to capture furbearers by the neck or leg are set directly in the center of the animal’s 
movement path. Snares usually are held in an animal’s movement path with one of several different 
support systems. One support that works particularly well can be constructed from a 36-inch piece of 
11-12-gauge galvanized or 9-gauge soft wire. A “V” bend is made in the support wire about 4 inches 
from the end and driven into the ground with a notched rod to prevent the support from moving in the 
wind. The snare is wrapped around the support about three times and held in place by a “U” configura-
tion formed in the upper end of the snare support. Bend the snare cable upward slightly, just inside the 
lock, so the snare loop is not closed by the wind (see Figure 1).

Attach snares to a solid object so captured animals cannot escape. A steel 1/2-inch diameter rebar, 24 
to 30 inches long (depending on soil hardness), makes a good anchor. Attach snares to the rebar with 
a strong swivel to prevent tangling and breaking. Use a lead cable that is at least as strong as the snare 
cable to attach short snares to the rebar stake. Avoid using 9-gauge wire or several strands of 14-gauge 
wire to anchor snares to a rebar stake because they may bend back and forth, crystallize, and break. 
When used for beaver, snares also can be secured to a tree that is at least 6 inches in diameter or to the 
base of a large shrub such as a willow.

Snares set in holes under woven wire fences should be held in place about 1 to 2 inches from the 
fence with the snare support system described in Figure 1. The top of the snare can be as high as 3 
inches above the bottom wire of the fence. Set the snare far enough away from the fence to prevent 
the lock from catching on the bottom wire of the fence. Hold the snares in place by clipping them to 
the bottom wire of the fence with a fine U- shaped wire such as a 1 1/2-inch piece of a paper clip that 
allows the snare to easily release. The bottom of the loop should be about 2 inches above the bottom 
of the hole or coyotes and foxes may be caught by a front leg. With either of the above snare support 
systems, anchor the snares to the heavy-gauge wire on the bottom of the fence. The upper wires on a 
woven wire fence usually are too weak to secure a snare.

Snares occasionally are placed in the field but left unset for one to two weeks. This placement al-
lows trappers to quickly set snares when pelts become prime and reduces human scent at the site. 
Snares usually are set in the form of a round or oval loop. A round loop that is 12 inches in diameter 
can form an oval loop that is about 14 inches high and 10 inches wide. The following round loop 
diameters and heights above ground are recommended when snaring furbearers (Table 1). A 5/64- or 
3/32-inch diameter galvanized aircraft cable is recommended for snaring coyotes, beaver, and rac-
coons. Foxes and bobcats can be captured in 1/16- to 3/32-inch-diameter snares.

Backing

Lures: You will want to use a Gland Lure or Urine for post sets. You will not want to use a food lure in this type of set since it will be considered un-
natural. When using the gland lure place it at the base or a few inches up the post. You will only need to use 3-5 drops of gland lure. If you use a urine use 
a squeeze bottle  and squirt about 1 oz. of urine on the post. If you have some tall grass in the area you can squirt a small amount there also. You will have 
better luck if you use either a gland lure or urine at each set not both. 

Posts: You can use many things as a good post such as: Charred Piece of Wood, Rocks, Old Logs, Clump of Grass Backing, Stump or Mound of Dirt.

Snare Set In A Hole Under
A Livestock Fence

Figure 2

Figure 1

Clip To Wire

Snare Set On A Trail



How To Dye Traps
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We get many questions about how to dye your traps and have put together this article in hopes that it will 
answer any questions you might have. In this article we used two different methods of dyeing traps. We 
used the Cold Dye method and the Traditional Dye method using boiling water. Both methods work well it 
just depends and whichever you prefer. Here are the steps you will need to take to dye your traps:

1. You will need to wash your traps with a degreaser of 
some type or lye to remove all the oil and grease that is 
on the trap out of the box. If you are using rusty traps 
then take a steel wire brush to them very lightly.

2. Take your traps outside and leave them exposed for a 
week or two to get a light coat of rust on them. If they 
are not rusting fast enough you can spray them with vin-
egar to speed up the process.

3. Before dipping traps in dye solution make sure you put 
a nail or stick in between the jaws to hold them open.

4. Cold Dye Method: Take your trap dye and mix with 
water in a bucket or container of some type. Put your 
traps in the container and leave for a few days. Once the 
desired color is obtained remove your traps and hang to 
dry. The benefit of this method is that you do not have to 
build a fire and watch it for an hour.

4. Traditional Method: Add your dye ( 1 Pack per 6 gal-
lons of water) to your container. Bring your water to a 
rolling boil. Make sure you have a heat brick/stone on 
the bottom of the container so that the traps do not rest 
on the bottom. Let water temperature come down to a 
simmer and then put your traps in. Make sure you have a 
wire attached to make it easier to remove.  Allow traps to 
seat for 30 mins to 1 hour. I would check them until you 
get the desired color.

5. Once desired color is obtained simply remove your traps and hang them up to dry.

Note: Dying traps helps seal the trap so you do not have to deal with rust in the future. As with any piece of 
equipment if you want to keep it for an extended period of time and have it work properly then you do not 
need it to be rusty. Rust will slow your traps down and they will not last as long.



How To Wax Traps
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We get many calls about waxing traps and I have put together this article in hopes that it will answer any 
questions you might have. In this article we used two different methods of waxing traps. We used the 
Double Boiler Method System and the Traditional Method of using your existing logwood solution. Both 
methods work well it just depends and whichever you prefer. 

Benefits of Waxing Traps: Waxing your traps will help keep the odor of the dye down to a minimal level 
so not to spook off any wary target animals, it will also help speed your trap up and it will operate much 
smoother. Waxing traps will help protect your traps when you are using any antifreeze or salt that would 
cause corrosion to the trap.
Choosing Trap Wax: When choosing a trap wax make sure that you get a trap 
wax that has no beeswax in it. The beeswax will cause the wax on your trap to 
harden and chip in cold conditions. If you are using the Double Boiler Method 
then you will need 5-10 lbs. of wax. The traditional method you can use the 1 
lbs. bar of wax.

Trap Dye: You will need to make sure you have dyed your traps. Instructions 
on Dyeing your traps can be found on our previous page.

1. Double Boiler Method: If you decide to use the double boiler method you 
will need a heat source ( I used a Fry Daddy Stand), 2 Pots ( 1 smaller than 
the other so it can fit inside with about 1-2 inch apart), small spacer (to put in 
the bottom of the 1st pot so the 2nd pot doesn’t sit directly on the bottom) and 
Wax.
The reason behind using two pots and boiling water is so that your wax does not heat up till the point of 
catching fire. Wax is very flammable and it has a low flash point. By heating the wax up with the boiling 
water you know that the wax will never reach its flash point and catch fire. Water Boils at 212 degrees. The 
flash point of wax can range from 250 to 400 degrees.

2. Before dipping traps in dye solution make sure you put a nail or stick in between the jaws to hold them 
open.
3. Once you have your wax at a liquid state then you can dip your trap in the wax. I would leave the trap in 
the wax for 1-2 minutes then take your trap out and hang it up to cool off.

1. Traditional Method Using Existing Logwood Solution You have your logwood solution already heated 
up so you can place a bar of wax in the solution and let it melt. At that point just dip your traps in the solu-
tion and pull your traps back through the wax that should be sitting on top of the water (wax floats on water 
even in liquid form)

2. Before dipping traps in dye solution make sure you put a nail or stick in between the jaws to hold them 
open.
3. Once you have your traps hung up and cooled off then you can place them in a container with leaves and 
your all done !

Please Call If You Have Any Questions



Body Trap Setting Instructions
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1. Generally the smaller body grip traps can be set by hand 
such as the #110, #120 and #155. Simply extend spring 
away from jaws of the trap. Then compress spring with 
hand.

2. If using a larger body grip trap then we recommend us-
ing a Set Tool to compress the springs. 110 - 220 Traps use 
Standard Set Tool 24” - 330 Traps use HD Set Tool 30”

3. When spring is compressed set the safety hook. Repeat 
step for opposite spring.

4. While the springs are compressed, bring the trap jaws 
together.

5. Place the dog into the notch of the trigger.

Caution: The trap is now fully set. Ensure that the safety 

hooks remain in place when placing trap in position.

When setting Body Traps you will need to 
set your trap upright and place a stake/stick 
on each side to hold it up. We recommend 
placing it in a well traveled path. You will 
also need to make sure you secure the trap 
to a stake or tree using wire.

There are many other sets for various other 
animals, these are just a few. For more 
information we recommend getting a DVD 
or Book by one of our great trappers.

Note: Please consult your state/local trap-
ping regulations on using body traps on 
land and water. DO NOT use body traps in 
areas where there are pets. 

Set Tool

Body Trap Sets

Beaver Dam Set Waters Edge Land Set

Pipe / Culvert SetUnder Water Set

Body Trap Setting Instructions



Dog Proof Trap Setting Instructions
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You will NOT need to dye or wax Fleming dog proof raccoon traps. They 
are painted or galvanized so they will not rust.

Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps are designed so you can set them by 
hand or with the Dog Proof Set Tool. 

To set the trap by hand simply place your hands on the Hand Guard and 
press spring down. Flip the dog over and attach it in the notch on the trig-
ger. Release the pressure on the hand guard and you are ready to go. 

To set the trap with the Set Tool simply place tool under the spring (tool 
has notches to make it easier) and press spring down. Flip the dog over and 
attach it in the notch on the trigger. Release the pressure on the set tool, 
remove the tool and you are ready to go. 

NOTE: If for any reason the trigger is very sensitive take a file and file the 
end of the dog to remove the paint and rough it up. This will make it less 
sensitive.

Hand Guard

Trigger

Setting Instructions

A Dog Proof Trap is fired when the raccoon reaches in for 
the bait, and instead grabs the trigger, firing the trap.  

1. Bait your trap before you set the trap. When baiting Dog 
Proof Coon Traps; apply the lure or bait to a cotton ball or 
sheep’s wool. Place below the trigger so the raccoon has to 
reach past the trigger to get the bait.

2. Set your trap. 

3. Place your trap in a well traveled area.

4. Push the stake of the trap in the dirt at an angle. Stake 
your trap down using a trapping stake or attach chain to a 
wire and tree to secure.

5. Place some trapping oil around the opening of trap and 
your ready to go.

Dog

Set Tool

Trapping Tips & Information

- Coon Candy Lure
- Coon Catcher Lure
- Bandit Bait
- Black Label Coon Bait
- Fish Oil & Crayfish Oil
- Marshmallows / Bacon

- Fleming Coon Bait
- Ulti Mag Cherry
- Smokin Aces
- Salmon Oil
- Cat,Dog & Fish Food
- Corn & Sweet Foods

Recommended Baits & Lures



The Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Trap features a fully enclosed dog proof design with 
powerful double coil springs, a pull only trigger system, hand guard for setting the trap and 
a straight spade staking system. NEW - Galvanized Trap Shown

The hand guard is designed to help you set the trap without using a set tool. The Dog Proof 
Trap Set Tool is also great to have in your trappers pack since the springs are very strong 
and if you set very many traps this will help.

The trap is fired when the raccoon reaches in for your bait, and instead grabs the trigger, 
firing the trap. The trigger can only be fired by the raccoon pulling on the trigger. A pull 
only trigger helps prevent unwanted catches or rodents accidentally firing the trigger. When 
baiting Dog Proof Coon Traps; apply the lure or bait to a cotton ball or sheep’s wool. Place 
below the trigger so the raccoon has to reach past the trigger to get the bait.

Fleming Dog Proof Raccoon Traps

Flemings Featured Items

Order 6 + Traps & Get a Set Tool

Recommended Lures & Baits
- Raccoon Bait 16 oz.
- Coon Catcher Lure 1 oz.
- Fish Oil 16 oz.

Model Jaw Spread Target Species Each Six Dozen
Duke 550 Pro Series 5.50” Coyote, Bobcat, Fox - Offset $21.50 $125.94 $233.88

Duke 550 Pro Series Coil Spring Trap

The Duke 550 Pro Series is a Coil Spring Trap with a Cast Jaw that is 
Offset. Trap comes factory night latched so no modifications are neces-
sary. Trap features heavy duty #2 machine link chain that has a D ring 
and center swivel. The 550 Trap has a 5 1/2 inch inside jaw spread is 
perfect for catching or trapping fox, coyote or bobcat.

Target Animals: Coyote, Bobcat, Fox, Raccoon & Multi Species.

Model Each Six Dozen
DP Coon Trap - Brown $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Green $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - White $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Orange $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

DP Coon Trap - Galvanized $16.75 $89.70 $171.00

Set Tool For DP Trap $2.45


